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Resumen 
La interferometría satelital radar (InSAR) y la interferometría de dispersores persistentes (PSI) son 
herramientas consolidadas para la detección y el monitoreo de movimientos de la superficie de la Tierra. 
Sentinel-1 (S1) es el primer satélite que proporciona acceso gratuito a los datos y garantiza una adquisición 
regular en todo el mundo, cada 6 días, aumentando su potencial para aplicaciones de monitoreo a largo 
plazo. Varios Ground Motion Services regionales y nacionales ya están activos, proporcionando productos 
basados en datos S1. Pronto, en 2022, el primer servicio europeo (European Ground Motion Service - 
EGMS) estará disponible y facilitará libremente un mapa de movimientos de toda Europa, con 
actualizaciones anuales. Esto implica un aumento de la disponibilidad de mapas de movimientos basados 
en PSI y un fácil acceso para cualquier persona, con un interés creciente entre una amplia gama de 
usuarios, incluyendo instituciones públicas o gubernamentales, academias, industrias y ciudadanos. El 
análisis e interpretación de esta cantidad de datos es difícil y consume mucho tiempo, mayormente para 
usuarios no expertos en la técnica. El objetivo de este trabajo es desarrollar metodologías para simplificar 
el uso operativo de los mapas de desplazamiento PSI, generando productos derivados con un mensaje 
claro, fácil de interpretar, y rápido de leer. Se propone un método para detectar rápidamente las Áreas de 
Deformación Activas (ADAs) más significativas, a partir de mapas de desplazamiento PSI de escala regional. 
El mapa de las ADAs es un primer producto que permite un enfoque rápido en las áreas activas, útil para 
priorizar el análisis y las investigaciones adicionales. A partir de las ADAs, se propone una interpretación 
preliminar basada en datos auxiliares, que atribuye a cada área el fenómeno que está detrás del 
movimiento, generando el Geohazard Activity Map (GAM). Después, se propone una metodología para 
incluir la información de las ADAs en las actividades de protección civil, generando los Vulnerable Element 
Activity Maps (VEAM), a través de su aplicación en las Islas Canarias. Además, el mapa de las ADAs se utiliza 
en la región de Valle D'Aosta (norte de Italia) para generar mapas de vulnerabilidad y posibles pérdidas 
económicas. Finalmente, se propone una metodología para obtener mapas de daños potenciales de los 
edificios expuestos, basados en los gradientes espaciales de movimiento, y se aplica en un área costera de 
la provincia de Granada (España). A partir de los métodos propuestos para extraer y clasificar las ADAs, y 
de otros métodos de análisis existentes, se ha desarrollado un paquete de herramientas, los ADAtools, de 
acceso abierto, fáciles de usar y rápidas, que optimizan la explotación operativa de los mapas de 
desplazamiento de escala regional. Todas las metodologías se han desarrollado en el marco de varios 
proyectos europeos (Safety, U-Geohaz, MOMIT y RISKCOAST), y están dirigidos a apoyar las actividades de 
gestión territorial y análisis de riesgos, con un enfoque específico a los deslizamientos de tierra. 
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Abstract 
Satellite Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (InSAR) and Persistent Scatterer Interferometry (PSI) are 
now consolidated tools for ground movement detection and monitoring. Sentinel-1 (S1) is the first satellite 
providing free data access and ensuring a regular acquisition worldwide, every 6 days, increasing its 
potential for long-term monitoring applications. Several regional and national ground motion services are 
already active, providing products based on S1 data. Soon in 2022 the first European Ground Motion 
Service (EGMS) will be available and freely provide a displacement map over the whole Europe, with 
annual updates. This implies a strong expansion of availability of PSI-based displacement maps and an easy 
access for anyone, with an increasing interest among a wider range of users, including public or 
governmental institutions, academia, industry, and citizens. The analysis and interpretation of this amount 
of data is difficult and time consuming, mostly for non-expert InSAR users. The objective of this work is 
developing methodologies to simplify the operational use of PSI displacement maps, generating derived 
products with a clear message, easy-to-interpret, and fast to read. We propose a method to be applied 
over regional scale PSI displacement maps, to fast detect the most significant Active Deformation Areas 
(ADAs). The ADA map is a first product that allows a fast focusing on the active areas, to prioritize further 
analysis and investigation. Starting from the ADAs, the potential phenomena are attributed to each area 
through a preliminary interpretation based on auxiliary data, to derive the Geohazard Activity Map. In this 
work, a methodology to include the ADA information in the Civil Protection Activities is proposed, with the 
main output called Vulnerable Elements Activity Maps (VEAM). An application of the VEAM is illustrated 
in the Canary Islands. Furthermore, the ADA map is used in the Valle d'Aosta Region (Northern of Italy) to 
generate vulnerability and potential loss maps. Finally, a methodology to derive potential damage maps 
of the exposed buildings, based on the spatial gradients of movement, is proposed, and applied in a coastal 
area of the Province of Granada (Spain). A pack of software tools has been developed based on the 
proposed methods to extract ADA and then classify them to generate a Geohazard Activity Map. The set 
of tools is called ADATools, it is open-access, easy to use and fast, improving the operational exploitation 
of PSI regional-scale displacement maps. All the methodologies have been developed in the frame of 
several European projects (Safety, U-Geohaz, MOMIT and RISKCOAST), and are aimed at supporting the 
multi-scale territorial management and risk analysis activities, with a specific focus on landslides.  

Prelude  
This work stems from my investigation activities as research assistant at CTTC. My stay there started with 
a 9-month scholarship from the University of Rome Sapienza, in March 2015. Then I have been working at 
CTTC as research assistant until March 2022. When I arrived, the first satellite Sentinel-1 was recently 
launched, and my new colleagues of the Geomatics Division were adapting their software chain to process 
those novel data. I was totally new in the world of satellite interferometry and suddenly submerged in this 
processing-adaptation process and ‘influenced’ by the enthusiasm for the latest satellite, Sentinel-1. My 
new colleagues made me feel part of the group since the beginning and dedicated me time to ease my 
introduction to this topic. I felt very lucky to meet them, and to arrive at CTTC exactly in that moment. We 
started exploring together the potentialities of Sentinel-1 for landslide detection and monitoring, and this 
was the real starting point of my PhD research. After one year, when I achieved the temporal position, in 
March 2016, I decided to officially start my PhD. At the same time, my first paper was accepted for 
publication, the second Sentinel-1 satellite was almost to be launched, and my first European Project 
(Safety) was starting. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background  
A spatial and temporal characterization of ground movements and an updated hazard zoning or 
susceptibility map are fundamental tools for risk reduction activities and for a sustainable urban planning 
and development (Cascini et al., 2013; Mateos et al., 2020). From the research developed by Mateos et al. 
(2020) we learn that in the recent three years 2015-2017, 3846 damaging landslides occurred across 
Europe among them 143 caused 39 fatalities and 155 injured people. Moreover, it records a total of 150 
fatalities and high economic losses (in the order of hundreds of millions up to 1-3 billion for each recorded 
country) due to 18 Multi Occurrence Regional Landslide Events (MORLEs, Crozier, 2005) in a 10-year period 
(2009-2019). The same work highlights the lack of legal measures to consider landslides risk in urban 
planning practices, and the absence of adequate landslide mapping in many European Countries, even 
were regulations requiring landslide maps are present. It is evident that a systematic and extensive 
screening of the territory would allow a prompt detection of exposed areas and an update of inventory 
maps and territorial plans, preventing new housing in landslide prone areas, or driving risk mitigation 
actions. In this perspective, remote sensing and Earth Observation (EO) techniques give us the capabilities 
of implementing a multi-scale and multi-frequency monitoring, from small-scale detection, with low 
updating frequency, to larger scale characterization and high updating frequency. The increasing need of 
awareness against natural hazards (“Hyogo Framework 2005- 2015”, “Sendai Framework 2015-2030”), has 
resulted in an increased use of EO data as an integrated operational tool for risk managers and policy 
makers, with the tendency of promoting open access data and software, data sharing and the integration 
of different observing systems. Since the end of nineties, relevant resources have been invested for 
national and transnational initiatives, programs and agreements to develop new EO constellations and 
exploitation services for different environmental applications, including rapid mapping of natural 
disasters. In October 1998 started the European Union's Earth Observation Programme GMES (Global 
Monitoring for Environment and Security), then called Copernicus from 2012. Copernicus is aimed at 
developing European information services, openly accessible to users, based on both satellite EO and non-
space data (“Copernicus - The European Union’s Earth Observation Program”). Between them, it is worth 
mentioning the Copernicus Emergency Management Service (Copernicus EMS), which “provides all actors 
involved in the management of natural disasters, man-made emergency situations, and humanitarian 
crises with timely and accurate geo-spatial information derived from satellite remote sensing and 
completed by available in situ or open data sources”.  

Among the EO techniques, satellite Synthetic Aperture Radar (RAdio Detection And Ranging) 
Interferometry (InSAR) has been consolidated as a reliable and valuable tool for ground movements 
detection, measurement, and monitoring. SAR is an active system that overcomes the optical limitations 
due to cloud coverage or sunlight absence and provides complementary information to other EO 
techniques. Some examples of satellite interferometry applications are geological hazards detection and 
characterization (Calò et al., 2014; Massonnet et al., 1995, 1993; Massonnet and Feigl, 1998; Reyes-
Carmona et al., 2021, 2020), risk assessment (Solari et al., 2020a, 2018), monitoring worksites (Botey i 
Bassols et al., 2021), engineering and mining (Krishnakumar et al., 2021; López-Vinielles et al., 2020; Solari 
et al., 2020b). In 1989 InSAR was applied for the first time to measure the expansion of water-absorbing 
clays, with the L-band Seasat sensor (Gabriel et al., 1989). Then, a continuous global SAR acquisition 
started at the beginning of nineteens, when the European Space Agency (ESA) launched the medium 
resolution (C-band) satellites ERS-1 (1991-2000) and ERS-2 (1995-2011), followed by ENVISAT (2001-2012), 
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with free-of-charge access to online datasets. In parallel, other commercial satellites were launched, like 
RADARSAT 1/2 (CSA - Canadian Space Agency) and the high resolution (X-band) COSMO-SkyMed (ASI - 
Italian Space Agency) and TerraSAR-X (DLR - German Aerospace Center). The increased availability of 
satellite data and the funding of international projects, such as TerraFirma (2003-2014) (The Terrafirma 
Atlas, 2009; Terrafirma - EGDI) and PanGeo (2011-2014), allowed the improvement and validation of 
different processing techniques (Novellino, 2017), generally called Multi Temporal InSAR, Advanced-InSAR 
(A-InSAR) or Persistent Scatterer Interferometry (PSI) (Crosetto et al., 2016). We are now able to derive 
high density of Measurement Points (MP) or Persistent Scatterers (PS) to measures centimetric to 
millimetric displacements of landslides, volcanos, subsidence, or even a single sector of a building. 
Moreover, the availability of historical dataset allows back-analysis and assessments. However, the 
monitoring exploitation of InSAR data faced a major operational limitation due to lack of a systematic 
source of radar images (“EGMS White Paper,” 2017).  

The new satellite generation is improving the monitoring capability, ensuring regular acquisitions with high 
temporal frequency and a free-for-all data access. Sentinel-1 (S1) A and B were launched respectively in 
2014 and 2016 to supply the data needs of Europe's Copernicus programme, representing the first mission 
with those data requirements. S1 was designed to continue the data flow provided by the previous ESA 
missions, with a drastically improved temporal sampling and spatial coverage, and to provide a reliable 
operational service and consistent long term data archive (Salvi et al., 2012; Snoeij et al., 2008; Torres et 
al., 2012). It represents a turning point of satellite interferometry as a reliable tool for cost-effective 
systematic monitoring, at both regional and local scale. Starting from S1, more and more Ground Motion 
Services (GMS) have been emerging, providing PSI displacement maps that are freely accessible for 
anyone. Figure 1 shows the status of national GMS in June 2020. Some of them, like Germany (Kalia, 2017; 
Kalia et al., 2017), Norway (Dehls et al., 2019) and Italy are fully operational, others are in pre- or near-
operational phase (Netherlands and Denmark), and in several countries are under development (Novellino 
et al., 2017; Papoutsis et al., 2020). In Italy, several operational continuous monitoring services are active 
at regional scale (Confuorto et al., 2021; Montalti et al., 2019; Raspini et al., 2018). 

In the first semester of 2022, the first continental PSI displacement map of the new European Ground 
Motion services (EGMS) (Costantini et al., 2021; Crosetto et al., 2021, 2020a, 2020b) will provide ground 
displacement maps, actualized every year, freely accessible through a web Geographic Information System 
(GIS) portal. The direct consequence of S1 and the launch of GMSs is an increasing accessibility to satellite 
interferometry data and products, and thus an increasing interest among a wider range of users, including 
public institutions, industry, academia and even citizens. The EGMs represent an improvement in the 
exploitation of S1 data. However, the potential of both S1 and GMSs is still not fully and systematically 
exploited. The analysis and interpretation of this huge amount of data can be difficult, time consuming 
and not effective, especially for non-expert users. In this context, it is necessary to develop semi-automatic 
tools and methodologies to generate operational and interpreted products. In the last years, the research 
community and several European projects (e.g. Safety, U-geohaz, RISKCOAST, MOMIT, etc.) have been 
focused on post-processing methods to ease the interpretation and use of InSAR and PSI products and to 
make them more usable for non-expert users (Barra et al., 2018, 2017b; Bonì et al., 2016; Bovenga et al., 
2021; Mirmazloumi et al., 2022; Monserrat et al., 2018; Notti et al., 2014; Raspini et al., 2018). 
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Figure 1 Status of Ground Motion Services in Europe (EEA Report, 2020). 

1.2 Objectives 
The main objective of this thesis is facilitating the full and operational exploitation of S1 data, for 
supporting geohazard management and risk analysis, with a specific focus on landslides. This objective can 
be achieved facing both processing and post-processing aspects. Processing regards the techniques to get 
the higher number of information (in terms of spatial coverage and temporal updating) with the minimum 
time and computational efforts. Post-processing regards all the methodologies and tools directed at the 
improved use of the processing results. This thesis focuses on the post-processing part.  

The main aspects that limit the S1 data exploitation are the following:  

- Satellite interferometry is not a straightforward technique. The accessibility of displacement maps 
is making them available to a wide range of users, most of them with few knowledge about InSAR. 
The InSAR derived displacement maps can be difficult to interpret, originating misunderstandings 
if accessed by not-expert users.  

- The regional-scale application implies a huge amount of data that is time-consuming to be 
analysed and thus not suitable for an operational use.  

- The regional-scale application implies a multi-target and muti-magnitude phenomena detection.  

Overcoming those aspects is achieved by developing semi-automatic methodologies to fast derive reliable 
key information, and simplify the data communication, generating maps that can be operationally used by 
any user. The proposed methodologies are developed with the aim of being useful for the territorial and 
risk management at different scales, starting from a wide area displacement map.  

Moreover, when this work started S1 was recently launched, and its potentialities were already clear. 
Nevertheless, there were many uncertainties related to the adaptation of the data processing software; 
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the data reliability, in terms of real availability and download facilities; and more in general to the satellite 
performances. 

Based on those aspects, the Specific Objectives (SOs) of my thesis have been: 

1. Testing the recently launched S1, exploring its capabilities and potentialities, and evaluating the 
usefulness of its short revisit time.  

2. Assessing a preliminary methodology to exploit S1 in landslide and geohazards detection and 
monitoring. 

3. Developing specific methodologies and tools for the operational use of regional scale 
displacement maps by non-expert users in geohazard management and risk analysis.  

4. Simplifying the information communication to users, proposing effective maps with fast and easy 
readability.    

The SOs have been achieved through several activities resumed in Section 3 (Workflow and Methodology) 
and explained in 5 published journal articles, plus one recently submitted to Remote Sensing of 
Environment.   

1.3 Thesis context 
The activities of my thesis have been possible thanks to a pre-doctoral collaboration between the Remote 
Sensing Department of CTTC and the Earth Sciences Department of Sapienza University of Rome (Italy). 
The aims of the collaboration were in line with the SOs 1 and 2 of this thesis. My first year at CTTC (March 
2015 – March 2016) was supported by a 9-months scholarship from Sapienza University of Rome, 
representing the starting point of my PhD work. In this context the first article, included in this thesis as 
Annex 1, was published and disseminated (Barra et al., 2017a, 2016). From March 2016 to March 2022, I 
was part of the Remote Sensing Department of CTTC, where, among other activities, the investigations of 
my PhD have been developed. Its results and methodologies have been obtained in the frame of several 
European Projects related with the objectives of my PhD. Here I resume these projects. 

1.3.1 Safety - Sentinel for Geohazards regional monitoring and forecasting  
Safety (ref. ECHO/SUB/2015/718679/Prev02-SAFETY) was founded by the European Commission, 
Directorate-General Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection (ECHO). The main objective of Safety 
(01/01/2016 – 31/12/2017) was developing and testing a procedure to provide Civil Protection Authorities 
(CPA) with the capability of periodically evaluating and assessing the potential impact of geohazards 
(volcanic activity, landslides, and subsidence) on urban areas and infrastructures, over regional areas, 
using S1 SAR data. Safety was in line with the SOs 3 and 4 of my thesis. The methodologies described in 
Barra et al. (2017b) and Solari et al. (2018), have been developed in the frame of this project and are part 
of this thesis as Section 4 and Annex 2, respectively. The direct participation in this project allowed me to 
take part of all the meetings, presenting the developed results, making a presentation in the Safety 
workshop, and one lecture in the Safety training. Moreover, among the dissemination activities, the results 
could be presented at several international conferences (Barra et al., 2018, 2017c; Monserrat et al., 2018, 
2017). 

Website: https://safety.cttc.cat/  
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1.3.2 MOMIT – Multiscale Observation and Monitoring of railway Infrastructure Threats  
MOMIT (Ref. H2020 – 777630) was founded by Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking under the European Union's 
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme. The objective of MOMIT (1/09/2017 – 30/10/2019) 
was developing a new use of remote sensing technologies for railway infrastructures monitoring with the 
aim of supporting the maintenance and prevention processes within the infrastructure management 
lifecycle. MOMIT wanted to demonstrate the benefits brought by Earth Observation and Remote Sensing 
to the monitoring of railways networks both in terms of the infrastructure and of the surrounding 
environment, where activities and phenomena impacting the infrastructure could be present. I 
participated in this project in the activities to implement the pack of software tools ADATools (Tomás et 
al., 2019). Specifically, the methodology algorithm explained in Barra et al. (2017b, Section 4) has been 
developed in the software ADAFinder (Navarro et al., 2018). Moreover, I also participate to the 
implementation of the algorithm of the tool ADAClassifier. The ADATools are explained in Navarro et al. 
(2020), which is part of this thesis as Section 5. The development of the ADATools is in line with the SOs 3 
and 4 of my PhD. (Navarro et al., 2019a, 2019b). 

Website: https://www.momit-project.eu/ 

1.3.3 U-Geohaz – Geohazard Impact assessment for urban areas  
U-Geohaz (ref. UCPM-2017-PP-AG – 783169 U-Geohaz) was founded by the European Commission, 
Directorate-General Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection (ECHO). U-Geohaz (01/01/2018 – 31/12/2019) 
aimed to advance with respect to SAFETY, evolving from periodically updated maps to a near-real time 
mapping and monitoring of geohazards activity, and filling the gaps detected in the Safety project. The 
main objective of U-Geohaz was providing maps, based on S1 6-day ground deformations monitoring, to 
continuously assess the potential impact of geohazard activity to urban areas and critical infrastructures, 
and to be used as key inputs to support early warning and impact assessment. U-Geohaz was in line with 
the SO 3, and 4 of my PhD. The methodology described in Solari et al. (2020a) has been developed in the 
frame of this project and is part of this thesis as Section 6. The results were presented at several 
international conferences (Barra et al., 2019; Bianchini et al., 2021; Monserrat et al., 2019). Again, the 
direct participation in this project allowed me to take part of all the meetings, presenting the developed 
results, making a presentation in the U-Geohaz workshop, and one lecture in the U-Geohaz training.  

Website: https://u-geohaz.cttc.cat/ 

1.3.4 RISKCOAST- Development of tools to prevent and manage geological risks on the coast 
linked to climate change  

RISKCOAST (Ref. SOE3/P4/E0868) has been founded by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) 
under the Interreg SUDOE Programme. The main objective of RISKCOAST (01/10-2019 - 30/09/2022) is 
developing innovative tools and methodologies focused on the prevention and management of geological 
risks on the coast in a more effective way. The products obtained are aimed to support the three phases 
of emergency management: prevention, response, and rehabilitation. In the frame of RISKCOAST the 
ADATools have been applied and the results presented in Navarro et al. (2020) (Section 5). Moreover, the 
methodology shortly explained in Section 3.6, and submitted to Remote Sensing of Environment, is part 
of the results of RISKCOAST, and in line with the SOs 3 and 4. My direct involvement in this project allowed 
me to participate to all the meetings and to present the developed results (Barra et al., 2021c, 2020). 

Website: https://riskcoast.eu/es 
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1.4 Thesis Content 
The thesis starts with a description of the main characteristics of Satellite Interferometry (Section 2), 
including the processing steps, and a specific part describing the specifics of Sentinel-1. Then, the PhD 
workflow is presented in Section 3, where after an introduction of the general methodology, the main 
journal papers (included or annexed in this work) are presented and contextualized. Moreover, a work 
recently submitted to Remote Sensing of Environment is resumed in the same section. The next 3 sections 
correspond to the articles selected for this thesis, specifically, “A methodology to detect and update active 
deformation areas based on Sentinel-1 SAR images” (Barra et al., 2017b) in Section 4, “ADAtools: 
Automatic detection and classification of active deformation areas from PSI displacement maps” (Navarro 
et al., 2020) in Section 5, and, “Satellite interferometric data for landslide intensity evaluation in 
mountainous regions” (Solari et al., 2020a) in Section 6. In section 7 the conclusions of the presented work 
and the future perspective concludes the thesis. Afterall, two journal papers are annexed, to complete the 
documentation of the main work done for the PhD project: “First insights on the potential of Sentinel-1 
for landslides detection” (Barra et al., 2016), in Annex 1, and “Fast detection of ground motions on 
vulnerable elements using sentinel-1 InSAR data” (Solari et al., 2018), in Annex 2. 
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2 Satellite Interferometry  
Satellite SAR Interferometry allows us measuring the displacements occurred between two or more 
images acquired over the same area in different times. The aim of this section is to explain the main 
characteristics of InSAR acquisition, processing, and results. Firstly, the fundamental of the technique 
(Section 2.1) and the main characteristics with the consequent limitations (Section 2.2) are explained. 
Section 3.3 introduces basic concepts and terminology, and Section 3.4 explains the main steps of a Multi 
Temporal InSAR processing. 

2.1 InSAR fundamental  
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an active remote sensor, which sends microwave pulses and register the 
signal backscattered by the illuminated area. This allows to measure day and night and in any 
meteorological condition. Each pixel of a complex SAR image contains two values, which are the amplitude 
and the phase. The first one is related to the power of the electromagnetic signal, backscattered by the 
ground footprint of the pixel, and received by the sensor. The amplitude (i.e., intensity of the signal) 
depends on the ground surface characteristics like the shape, orientation, roughness, and electrical 
properties. Figure 2 schematically shows how the signal, sent by the spaceborne sensor, is backscattered 
by the surface elements. We have a strong backscattering (represented by long arrows in Figure 2) in 
correspondence of anthropic elements or rock outcrops, a medium intensity of the backscattered signal 
in vegetated areas, where part of the signal is dispersed in other directions (red arrows), and very low or 
null in water bodies, which actuate like a mirror, sending the signal in the opposite direction. Figure 3 is a 
comparison between a satellite optical image and the SAR amplitude of the same area (coast of Granada 
region, southern Spain), we see how the brighter pixels are located over urbanized areas.  

 

 

Figure 2 Schematic representation of the SAR signal backscattering power of different surface elements.  
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Figure 3 Comparison between an optical image (A) and a SAR amplitude image (B) of the same area (Motril, Granada, Spain). 

The phase that the SAR sensor registers in the image mainly depends on the sensor to target distance, the 
atmosphere the signal has travelled across, and the characteristics of the backscattering elements within 
each pixel ground footprint. Let un focus on the main component, the geometric one �𝜙𝜙𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔_𝑀𝑀�, which is 
related to the two-way distance (MP, Figure 4) travelled by the signal from the sensor position M to the 
pixel footprint P, and vice-versa. Being 𝜆𝜆 the radar wavelength, the geometric phase received by the sensor 
is expressed by: 

𝜙𝜙𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔_𝑀𝑀 = 2⋅𝜋𝜋⋅2⋅𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝜆𝜆

=  4⋅𝜋𝜋⋅𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝜆𝜆

  (1) 

At a second pass to acquire over the same area, the satellite changes its position (S), within the same 
orbital tube (Prats-Iraola et al., 2015), resulting in a different SP distance and thus a different geometric 
component �𝜙𝜙𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔_𝑆𝑆�. If in the time between the two acquisitions the ground footprint suffers a 
movement from P to P’ we have: 

𝜙𝜙𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔_𝑆𝑆 = 4⋅𝜋𝜋⋅𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀ʹ
𝜆𝜆

  (2) 

To measure centimetric to millimetric displacements, the InSAR technique exploits the phase difference 
(i.e., interferometric phase) between two acquisitions, which 
is given by: 

𝛥𝛥𝜙𝜙𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔_𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝜙𝜙𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔_𝑆𝑆 − 𝜙𝜙𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑀𝑀 = 𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀ʹ−𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝜆𝜆
4⋅𝜋𝜋

             (3) 

We can separate the component related to the topography 
(𝜙𝜙𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔) and the component related to the displacement 
(𝜙𝜙𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡): 

𝛥𝛥𝜙𝜙𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔_𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝜙𝜙𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔 + 𝜙𝜙𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡  = 𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀−𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝜆𝜆
4⋅𝜋𝜋

+ 𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀ʹ−𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀
𝜆𝜆
4⋅𝜋𝜋

  (4) 

In the equation 4, we see that the topographic component 
depends on the relative position of the satellites M and S; 
specifically, the bigger is the difference SP-MP the stronger is 
𝜙𝜙𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔. On the contrary, the displacement component is 

Figure 4 Schematic representation of a SAR 
acquisition system. 
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independent of such positions, allowing measuring the displacements with a centimetric to millimetric 
precision. 

The interferometric phase registered by the sensor includes other components here resumed: 

𝛥𝛥𝜙𝜙𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝜙𝜙𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔 + 𝜙𝜙𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 + 𝜙𝜙𝑎𝑎𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔_𝑆𝑆 − 𝜙𝜙𝑎𝑎𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔_𝑀𝑀 + 𝜙𝜙𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔 + 𝑘𝑘 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 𝜋𝜋  (5) 

Where 𝜙𝜙𝑎𝑎𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔_𝑆𝑆 and 𝜙𝜙𝑎𝑎𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔_𝑀𝑀 are the atmospheric components of the two images S and M, due to the 
propagation of microwaves through ionosphere and troposphere at the two acquisition times; 𝜙𝜙𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔 is 
the noise related to changes in the ground footprint; and 𝑘𝑘 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 𝜋𝜋 is related to the phase ambiguity k, in 
terms of the unknown numbers of 2𝜋𝜋 cycles (this aspect is explained later in Section 2.3). To extract the 
displacement, we need to estimate the other components. The topographic component can be simulated 
�𝜙𝜙𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔� by using a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the area covered by the SAR images. This can be 
subtracted from the interferometric phase, obtaining the so-called Differential SAR Interferometric 
(DInSAR) phase: 

𝛥𝛥𝜙𝜙𝐷𝐷_𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝜙𝜙𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔_𝑟𝑟𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑 + 𝜙𝜙𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 + 𝜙𝜙𝑎𝑎𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔_𝑆𝑆 − 𝜙𝜙𝑎𝑎𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑀𝑀 + 𝜙𝜙𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔 + 𝑘𝑘 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 𝜋𝜋  (6) 

Where 𝜙𝜙𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔_𝑟𝑟𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑 is the residual topographic component, i.e., the difference between the DEM and the real 
position of the backscattering element (of z-position of the MP), which is due to an inaccuracy in the 
computation of  𝜙𝜙𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔, or to a not precise DEM. Note that, in the following, InSAR and DInSAR will be 
used as synonyms, and that the DInSAR phase (Eq. 6) will be called interferogram. The perpendicular 
baseline of an interferogram is related to the distance between the two positions S and M measured in 
the direction perpendicular to the line-of-sight, whereas the time passed between the two acquisitions is 
called temporal baseline. The estimation of the atmospheric and residual topographic components is 
explained below in the processing steps. We need models (and assumptions) and appropriate estimation 
procedures to get the parameters of interest. All the components are measured in the radar Line-Of-Sight 
(LOS), which is the line that connects the sensor and the pixel footprint on the ground. This aspect is also 
part of the limitations and will be explained in Section 4.3.  

2.2 Acquisition geometry 
A radar system transmits the signal towards the ground surface in an oblique direction (with a look angle, 
also called Off-Nadir angle), illuminating a surface area with an extension (swath) that depends on the 
system and acquisition mode. Figure 5 shows the basic terminologies to refer to a radar acquisition system. 
The direction parallel to the flight path is called azimuth, whereas the perpendicular one is called range. 
We refer to azimuth and range as reference directions of a radar image. A same area is acquired by the 
satellite in two geometries of acquisition: the ascending one, is acquired when the satellite goes northward 
and has a side-look from west to east, and the descending one, when it goes southward and has a side-
look from east to west. A SAR sensor can only measure along the LOS direction, also called slant range, 
consequently it can measure only a portion of the real movement (the LOS component), depending on the 
direction of the movement with respect to the LOS one. The smaller the angle between the direction of 
the movement and the LOS (from now, LOS-MOV angle), the greater the sensitivity of the technique to 
measure it. The worst case is when the movement is perpendicular to the LOS, when the measured portion 
of movement is null. Figure 6 shows an example of two sliding movements with the same magnitude and 
slope angle, but different directions with respect to the satellite, which is represented in the ascending 
geometry. If the movement is westwards (Figure 6A), the LOS-MOV angle is smaller than if the same 
movement is eastward (Figure 6B), consequently the measured LOS component is higher in the first case. 
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Note also that a movement towards the satellite is measured as positive (as in Figure 6A) and a movement 
going away from the satellite is measured as negative (Figure 6B). In a descending geometry of acquisition, 
the situation would be the opposite. Another case of low measurement sensitivity is when the movement 
is along the north-south direction (approximately) being the LOS-MOV directions at a right angle.  

A consequence of the range measurements is the geometric distortion in the radar image. Depending on 
the relative geometry between the LOS and the local topography (local incidence angle), the ground range 
spatial sampling changes. In Figure 7, where the blue triangles represent the topography and θ are the 
look angles, all the geometric effects are shown. When the slope looks towards the satellite, we can have 
two situations called layover and foreshortening effects. The first one occurs if the signal is backscattered 
firstly by the point B and secondly by the point A, thus the ordering of A and B on the radar image is the 
reverse of their ordering on the ground. We have foreshortening when the ground units are compressed 
in a few pixels of the radar image like in the case of the A2-B2 slope. Those effects happens because the 
time delay between the radar echoes received from two different points determines their distance in the 
SAR image. On the opposite hillside (e.g., the slope B-C of Figure 7) the ground spatial sampling increases, 
but when the slope angle increases, we can have a shadow zone, where no data are acquired as in the case 
of the slope B2-C2. 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Representation of a SAR system directions. Modified from (“ENVI SARscape Tutorial”). 
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Figure 6 Example of an ascending LOS measurement (red and blue arrows) of two slope movements (black arrows), along the 

East-West direction, with the same magnitude and slope angle. In A the movement is westwards, going away from the satellite, 
in B the movement is eastwards, going towards the satellite. The LOS-MOV angles are showed. 

 
Figure 7 Schematic representation of the SAR geometric distortions. B1-A1 represents the layover effect, whereas A1-B2 

represents the foreshortening effect. Modified from Sharma et al. (2018). 

The explained geometric limitations must be especially considered in areas characterised by steep slopes 
and measuring movements with a strong horizontal component (e.g., landslide movements). To overcome 
these geometric limitations, a parallel processing of both ascending and descending data can be beneficial. 
The use of two geometries is also used to derive the horizontal and vertical (H-V) components of the 
movement, as represented in Figure 8 and explained in Notti et al. (2014). The H-V decomposition 
improves the cinematic interpretation of a phenomenon, as example, it could be crucial to understand if 
a landslide is mainly translational or rotational. The counterpart is that the H-V decomposition depends 
on the presence of both ascending and descending information for each surface unit, implying both a 
reduction of the spatial resolution and a loss of information where an area is not covered by both 
trajectories. Another approach, when a single geometry is available, is to project the LOS measurements 
on the maximum slope direction. This approach is used for landslide applications and helps the final users 
to have an easier visualization and interpretation of the results. Nevertheless, it is based on the strong 
assumption that the main movement is parallel to the slope, which is valid only for sliding phenomena. 
Moreover, the result is strictly dependent on the used DEM resolution and on the geocoding precision. 
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Figure 8 Schematic representation of an H-V decomposition from ascending (asc) and descending (desc) LOS measurements. 
Modified from Notti et al. (2014). 

 

2.3 Basic concepts and terminology 
Before explaining the main steps of a MTInSAR processing, we recall here some basic concepts and 
terminology to ease the text understanding. 

Coherence 

The coherence is a statistical parameter that evaluates the degree of similarity between two images. It 
represents the level of noise of the interferogram and varies between zero (low coherence, high noise) 
and one (high coherence, low noise). The coherence is an antonym of temporal decorrelation: it is low 
when the noise is high or when temporal decorrelation occurs. We expect high coherence in urban or 
rocky areas, and low coherence in vegetated areas or when the surface displacement is too high and 
spatially abrupt. In the processing, for each interferogram, its correspondent coherence image is 
generated. Figure 9 shows an example of coherence image (A) of an interferogram (B). The zooms show 
two examples of areas characterized by high (1) and low (2) coherence, the first one corresponds to an 
urban area. It is visible the difference in terms of the spatial correlation between the phase values of the 
pixels, high in 1 and lower in 2. The presence of water, as the sea in this case, causes a very low coherence, 
represented by a totally random distribution of the interferometric phase values.  
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Figure 9 Example of coherence image (A) of the interferogram (B) over the coastal area of Motril, in the Province of Granada 
(Spain). A) The light greys represent high coherence, the darker greys low coherence. In the rectangle 1 and 2, a detail of two areas 
of low and higher coherence is shown. An optical and an amplitude image over the same area are showed in Figure 3. 

Measurement Points  

The output of a MTInSAR processing is the estimation of the mean annual velocity and of the displacement 
time series (TS) over a set of spatially distributed Measurement Points (MPs), also called Persistent 
Scatterer (PS).  Not all the pixels of the image stack can be used to estimate the displacement. In fact, we 
can measure the displacement only over the pixels where the 𝜙𝜙𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔 component is low. This happens when 
the backscattering characteristics of the pixel footprint do not change much in time. The 𝜙𝜙𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔 depends 
on the surface characteristics, for example we can have high density of MPs over anthropic elements and 
rock outcrops, a lower number of MPs in agricultural areas and absence of MPs in forested areas. As we 
have seen before, another cause of temporal decorrelation is a “fast” movement, generating a 𝜙𝜙𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 
higher than 𝜋𝜋 between neighbouring pixels. This implies the impossibility of measuring strong 
displacements occurred between two acquisitions. An important element that can affect both 𝜙𝜙𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔  and 
𝜙𝜙𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 is the temporal baseline. In fact, we generally expect less changes in the phase when the time passed 
between the two acquisitions is shorter. Moreover, if the selection of MPs is performed on the base of the 
temporal coherence, we can lose MPs if their movement in time is strongly nonlinear. 

Temporal Coherence  

The temporal coherence (𝛾𝛾𝐼𝐼) is a quality index of each MP; it describes how well the interferometric phase 
observations fit the model (which includes the linear displacement and the topo_res components). It 
varies between 0 and 1. If a linear model is used, 𝛾𝛾𝐼𝐼 = 1 implies that the deformation is perfectly linear 
over time, and the 𝜙𝜙𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔 is zero in all N interferograms. Whereas, low coherence values can be due to 
“bad MP”, i.e. noisy phases, or to a strongly non-linear displacement. 

Displacement model  

To estimate the displacement, and solve the ambiguity in the phase unwrapping step, many processing 
approaches use a displacement model. The used model influences the final selection of MPs, the ones that 
have a behaviour that is far from the model are not selected. The most used is a linear model, which imply 
a strong limitation in detecting non-linear movement phenomena. Some approaches are model-free, 
implying a wider selection of MPs, independent of the temporal behaviour. 
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Phase ambiguity 

We have explained before that InSAR exploits the phase difference between two SAR images acquired in 
two different times (t1 and t2), to extract the displacement. Since the phase has cyclic values ranging from 
-π to π radians, the same registered phase value can result from an infinite number of distances. 
Consequently, the same interferometric phase can result from infinite number of displacements. Let us 
look at Figure 10, which graphically illustrates the phase ambiguity (k, Eq. 6). For each acquisition, the SAR 
system stores the position on the wave in which the echo of an object (pixel footprint) is received by the 
sensor. Specifically, the position is stored by registering the amplitude (A) and the phase (ϕ). When we 
calculate the phase difference between two images (interferogram), we are measuring the position 
changes along the received echo wave that is directly related to the displacement of the measured object. 
Looking at Figure 10, if two signals are received at the times t1 and t2, the sensor registers the amplitude 
and phase A1 and ϕ1 (a) in the first image, and A2 and ϕ2 in the second one (b or c). Figure 10 shows that 
whether the point in t2 is received in position (b) of the wave, which is within one wavelength (λ) with 
respect to t1, or in position (c), shifted by a wavelength (b+λ), the phase recorded in t2 would be the same, 
and consequently also the phase difference. Thus, the same phase difference (Δϕ) can represent the 
position (b) and all the positions (b) ± k λ (where k is an integer number ranging from 0 to infinity), as well 
as the phase difference could be Δϕ ± k 2 π. This aspect is generally described as "phase ambiguity". The 
distance of Figure 10 represents the roundtrip distance travelled by the signal, thus in terms of 
displacements the 2 π ambiguity correspond to a λ/2 displacement. The phase ambiguity (k) estimation is 
performed in the phase unwrapping (see below). Errors in the k estimation are called aliasings, which are 
represented by phase jumps that are k multiples of 2 π.   

 

 

Figure 10 Schematic representation of phase ambiguity. 
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2.4 Multi Temporal InSAR processing 
A single interferogram includes all the components of equation 6 and is most of the times showed with 
the wrapped phase values (i.e., between -π and π). The information of single interferograms is used when 
the displacement component is stronger than the others, usually for punctual events, using single pairs of 
images acquired before and after the movements (Hanssen, 2001). The single-interferogram exploitation 
is generally called DInSAR. Some examples of application are co-seismic movements (Béjar-Pizarro et al., 
2018; Vassilakis et al., 2022), subsidence related to mining activities (Przylucka et al., 2015), landslide 
acceleration or activations (Barra et al., 2016; Roberti et al., 2018), or glacier movements (Sánchez-Gámez 
and Navarro, 2017). To measure slower movements and to better estimate the phase components, it is 
necessary to use redundant observations. This is done by using a stack of images and generating a network 
of interferograms that are the observations. All the techniques based on a stack of images can be called 
Multi Temporal InSAR (MTInSAR). Figure 11 shows an example of a glacier delimited with a dashed line in 
an optical image (A), in two interferograms covering different times (B and C), and in a MTInSAR result (D). 
In B the spatial distribution of the movement is smoothed enough to generate a continues interferometric 
phase variation between -π and π, for a total of about 12 phase cycles (or colour fringes) corresponding to 
a relative displacement, between the first and the last fringes, of about 33 cm. The same glacial generates 
a loss of coherence in Figure 11C, due to an acceleration causing a spatially abrupt displacement between 
neighbouring pixels higher than λ/4. This strongly variable behaviour implies the absence of MPs in a 
MTInSAR result (Figure 11D). In this example, the single-interferogram information of B allows a complete 
spatial characterization of the movement occurred in the time covered by the image pair.  

 

Figure 11 Example of glacial movement located in Valle d’Aosta region (Italy). The glacial shape is highlighted by the dashed line 
in an optical satellite image (A), in two interferograms covering two different times (B and C), the first one with good coherence 

and the second one with no coherence, and in a MTInSAR result (D), where no MPs are available over the glacier. 
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2.4.1 Processing steps 
In the last decades, several MTInSAR processing approach have been developed, which are also called 
Advanced InSAR (A-InSAR) or Persistent Scatterer Interferometry (PSI). Several aspects can be different 
between the proposed methods, like the pixel selection, the interferogram network generation, the linear-
model or free-model displacement estimation, and so on. Some MTInSAR examples can be found in 
Ferretti et al. (2011, 2001, 2000); Berardino et al. (2002); Mora et al. (2003); Crosetto et al. (2015); 
Costantini et al. (2008); Hooper (2008); Hooper et al. (2004); Perissin and Wang (2012); and Devanthéry 
et al. (2014). Here the main processing steps for the interferogram generation and displacements 
estimation are explained with specific reference to the software chain developed by the Geomatic Division 
of CTTC (PSIG), which is the one used in this work. However, it is worth to note that some of the steps are 
common to all the MTInSAR processing approaches. The PSIG chain is explained in detail in Devanthéry et 
al. (2019, 2014). It is worth to underline that the PSIG software is adaptable depending on the specific case 
of study. The software is composed of several modules that can be used in different workflows, not 
necessarily the order explained here, adopting the one that is more appropriate for each application. Here 
we propose a general workflow, as showed in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12 General workflow of the MTInSAR processing used at CTTC. 

0. Input data. The MTInSAR procedure requires three types of input data: (i) a stack of complex SAR 
images covering the same area; (ii) the precise orbits corresponding to each SAR image; and (iii) a 
DEM of the covered area. 

1. Image co-registration. All the SAR images needs to be co-registered, i.e. a pixel with image 
coordinates (i,j) of any image must correspond to the same footprint on the ground. This does not 
occur due to the slightly different acquisition geometries of the images. This step involves the 
choice of one image, to be used as geometric reference for the co-registration of all the other 
images. Co-registration requires the resampling of all images onto the grid of the reference one, 
to ensure pixel-to-pixel alignment along the entire image stack. All steps of the procedure are done 
in the geometry of the reference image. 
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2. Interferograms and coherences generation. The interferogram network is generated using several 
image-pairs combinations (Figure 13), in a way that each image is used to generate more than one 
interferogram (redundant network). The way the network is built depends on the processing 
approach and the case study. Usually, the network is based on limits imposed to the temporal or 
perpendicular baselines of the interferograms (Lanari et al., 2007), to reduce temporal 
decorrelation and topographic errors. Sometimes the coherence is used to eliminate the noisiest 
interferograms and the relative problematic images from the processing (Solari et al., 2020). For 
each pair of images, the phase difference is computed (𝜙𝜙𝑆𝑆 − 𝜙𝜙𝑀𝑀 in Eq. 4), and the topographic 
component is removed using an external DEM (Eq. 6), obtaining the differential interferometric 
phase. The coherence image is also computed for each interferogram (Figure 9). Then, using an 
external DEM and the orbits associated to the given image pair, the topographic term is simulated 
and subtracted from the interferometric phase.  

3. Selection of Measurement Points (MPs) candidates. In this step are selected the so-called MP 
candidates. It is a first selection of the pixels that are potentially good (of low noise), however their 
actual quality is then evaluated during the processing. Properly identifying good MPs candidates 
is important for the following steps, especially the phase unwrapping and the estimation of the 
atmospheric component. This selection can be based on several approaches, here we use the 
Dispersion of Amplitude (DA) of the image stack (Ferretti et al., 2000; 2001). A pixel is considered 
a MP candidate if its DA is low, meaning that the backscattered energy is strong and stable in time. 

4. Estimation of annual velocity and topo_res. The displacement velocity and the topographic residuals 
(topo_res) are estimated for each MP candidate, using the wrapped interferograms. The methodology 
is explained in Biescas et al. (2007). The topo_res is estimated and then removed from the wrapped 
interferograms. The topo_res is then used for a precise 3D location (geocoding), representing the 
elevation of the MP footprint with respect to the DEM information. For example, if a MP corresponds 
to the roof of a building, and the DEM is at ground level, then the topo_res represents the building 
height. The annual velocity represents the mean trend of the displacement in the period covered 
by the used images. To do that, the displacement is approximated by a linear model. Sometimes 
the linear displacement component is also removed from the wrapped interferograms, to be 
added again later to the displacement time series. This is done to ease the phase unwrapping and 
the atmosphere estimation. Together with the modelled velocity and topo_res, the temporal 
coherence 𝛾𝛾𝐼𝐼 is estimated and used to select low-noise MPs. Sometimes only the topo_res is 
estimated in this module, while the velocity is derived later by a linear regression on the generated 
Time Series.  

 
Figure 13 Example of how the images are paired to generate a simple or a redundant network. From Monserrat, 2012. 
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5. Phase unwrapping. This operation involves the estimation of the phase ambiguity 𝑘𝑘 (Eq. 6) in both 
space and time. This is the most critical step of the entire procedure. Several approached have 
been proposed to perform it, e.g. see Ghiglia and Pritt (1998), Costantini (1998), and Chen and 
Zebker, (2001). Firstly, a spatial 2D phase unwrapping is performed for each interferogram (Figure 
14). Secondly, for each MP the 1D temporal phase unwrapping is performed using all the 
unwrapped interferograms to generate the displacement time series. For single interferograms, the 
condition to correctly unwrap the phases is that the difference between unwrapped phases over 
neighbouring MPs is less than π. If the sum of the components of Eq. 6 abruptly changes in space, 
generating a local difference of phase higher than π, the ambiguity cannot be solved, and spatial 
aliasing errors are generated. A 2D phase unwrapping can be compromised by a bad selection of 
MPs (introducing high 𝜙𝜙𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔), a wrong removal of topo_res, a strong atmosphere spatial change, 
or a rapid movement. A continuous spatial coverage of MPs facilitates the phase unwrapping. 
Therefore, the actual capability to solve the ambiguity depends on the spatial pattern of the 
specific displacement phenomenon at hand (the smoother this pattern, the better is the phase 
unwrapping) and the available MP density over this phenomenon (the higher the density, the 
better is the phase unwrapping). For what concerns the 1D phase unwrapping, the condition is 
that the sum of the interferometric components for each interferogram is smaller than 
π. Assuming that all the terms of Eq. 6 but 𝜙𝜙𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔 are zero, the differential displacement of a MP 
occurred between the two image acquisition dates needs to be less than λ/4. If this condition is 
not satisfied a temporal aliasing error can occur. As explained in Devanthéry et al. (2019, 2014), 
the redundant observation for each image allows to iteratively check and eventually correct the 
2D phase unwrapping errors. The consequence of a not-resolved aliasing can be a jump in the TS 
(see Figure 15) or an underestimation of the displacement. The final output of the 1D phase 
unwrapping is the temporal evolution of the phase, one value per each acquisition date, starting 
from the first one that is set to be zero. All the phases are referred to a selected stable MP, which 
is set to be zero at all the image acquisition dates. It is worth underlining that the time series 
estimation procedure does not make any displacement model assumption.   
 

 
Figure 14 Example of a 2D phase unwrapping of an interferogram. On the left the wrapped and on the right the 

unwrapped interferogram. The circle shows the position of the reference-stable point set to zero 
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Figure 15 Example of aliasing due to an unsolved phase ambiguity in the 1D phase unwrapping.  

6. Atmospheric component estimation. In this module, the atmospheric phase component 𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔 is 
estimated and subsequently removed from the phases. The 𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔 estimation is usually based on 
assumptions on the spatiotemporal characteristics of the data: 𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔 is spatially correlated, but 
temporally uncorrelated, while the 𝜙𝜙𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔 is typically correlated over time. The two components 
𝜙𝜙𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔 and 𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔 are separated using low-pass and high-pass filters. However, if the assumptions 
are not fully satisfied, the estimation can be biased: some part of 𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔 can be wrongly estimated 
as a spatially correlated 𝜙𝜙𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔, or conversely, a part of spatially correlated 𝜙𝜙𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔 can be estimated 
as 𝜙𝜙𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔 and then removed. The atmospheric component is estimated on the output of the 1D+2D 
phase unwrapping. Then it can be removed from the interferograms, to perform again the steps 
3, 4 and 5, or directly from the Time Series.   

7. Geocoding. The MPs coming from the previous module are in the radar geometry of the reference 
image by two coordinates: azimuth and range. The geocoding or geolocation procedure allows us 
to estimate the geographical or cartographic coordinates of the MPs. This operation makes use of 
the azimuth and range coordinates of the given MP, the orbits of the reference image, the 
topo_res of the MP, and the DEM. This is a key step to enable the interpretation and exploitation 
of the InSAR products.  

2.5 Sentinel-1 
The aim of this section is to resume the main characteristics of Sentinel-1 to understand its potentialities 
in geohazard detection and monitoring applications.  

Wide area coverage 

S1 supports the generation of products for 4 different acquisition mods, between them, the 
Interferometric Wide Swath (IW) is capable to provide acquisitions over wide areas (250x250 km2) through 
the imaging technique Terrain Observation with Progressive Scanning SAR (TOPSAR) (de Zan and Guarnieri, 
2006). This characteristic is crucial for regional-to-national scale applications (Novellino et al., 2017). The 
TOPSAR technique has required an initial extra processing effort with respect to the previous missions, 
mainly in the co-registration step. The main consequence of the TOPSAR acquisition is the subdivision of 
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an image in several parts (3 sub-swaths, each one divided in 9 bursts, see Figure 16). Table 1 resumes the 
characteristics of the IW acquisition method, which is the most used in the geohazards applications.  

Medium spatial resolution (C-band) 

In the framework of Copernicus Programme, to give continuity to the ERS-l/2 and ENVISAT satellites, and 
to complement the national high-resolution sensors (TerraSAR-X by DLR/Astrium GmbH, Cosmo-SkyMed 
by ASI), S1 gives priority to the wide-area acquisition for medium resolution applications (~4 m in range by 
~14 m in azimuth) (Snoeij et al., 2008; Torres et al., 2012). This characteristic improves its applicability at 
regional scale due to the reduced susceptibility to noise factors. Moreover, due to the longer wavelength, 
it allows monitoring faster movement with respect to the higher resolution data (Crosetto et al., 2010). 

Reliable acquisitions 

The S1 IW acquisition mode, with VV+VH polarization, is programmed to work in a conflict-free operational 
mode over lands allowing the exploitation of every data-take and the creation of a consistent long-term 
data archive for applications requiring long time series (Snoeij et al., 2008; Torres et al., 2012). Thus, 
contrary to what happened with the predecessors ERS-1/2 and ENVISAT, S1 is programmed to never fail 
acquisitions due to conflicting requests from users. This makes S1 data to be reliable for long-term 
monitoring. 

High temporal sampling 

The S1 constellation acquires data with a revisit frequency of 6 days or 12 days, depending on the zone 
(Table 1, Figure 17), improved with respect to its C-band predecessors. This characteristic has several kye 
consequences in the DinSAR applications and exploitations. The high temporal sampling improves the 
potential for a near-real-time monitoring. The short revisit time reduces the temporal decorrelation. 
Moreover, it allows measuring faster movements through the exploitation of the single interferogram 
information (Barra et al., 2016). Considering the revisiting time of Sentinel (6 days), the limit of λ/4 
corresponds to a maximum measurable differential deformation rate of 85.2 cm/yr or 1.38 cm in 6 days. 
The high temporal sampling reduces the noise and increases the quality of the results in terms of 
displacement time series, spatial coverage, and density of the measurements.    

 

Figure 16 Example of a S1 image (amplitude) acquired in a descending geometry. The image is divided in three sub-swaths (IW) 
in range, and 9 bursts for each IW, in azimuth. From “ESA - User Guides”. 
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Free and easy download 

Finally, it is important to underline that S1 data are completely free, without costs or use limitations. Easily 
downloadable from the portal Copernicus Open Access Hub (https://scihub.copernicus.eu/). 

Table 1 Main characteristics of the S1 data acquired with the Interferometric Wide Swath acquisition mode. 

Satellite Sentinel-1 
Acquisition mode  Interferometric Wide Swath (IW) 
Revisit frequency (days)  6-12 (Fig. 1) 
Image swath width (km) 250 
N. of sub-swaths 3 
Wavelength (λ) (cm) 5.55 
Polarization options Dual HH+HV, VV+VH 

Single HH, VV 
Full resolution (azimuth/range) (m) 20/5 
Orbital Earth fixed "tube" radius (m) 50 
Incidence angle of the area of interest  29.1° - 46.0° 

 

 
Figure 17 Sentinel-1 observation Scenario. From  “ESA - Sentinel Online”. 
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3 Workflow and Methodology 
The proposed methodology has a multi-scale approach. Starting from a regional scale displacement map, 
we detect the most significant Active Deformation Areas (ADAs), to derive additional information useful 
for risk analysis and territorial management at both regional and local scales. The method can be divided 
in three blocks (Figure 18), all of them aimed at improving the exploitation of the wide area and 6-day 
temporal sampling of S1. The first one involves the processing to derive the displacement map, which is 
the main input of the methodology. This block must be faced for each processed test-site, with the aim of 
finding the best approach to improve the measurement capability. This block is not treated in detail in this 
thesis. We just refer to it to highlight the different inputs for the post-processing of blocks 2 and 3. The 
second block is the semi-automatic extraction of the ADAs. This block proposes a methodology to detect 
and regularly update the ADA map. Starting from the ADAs, the third block consists of semi-automatic 
methods to generate interpreted products, which are derived from the integration of the ADAs with 
auxiliary data. This section aims to describe the workflow through the proposed journal papers, the main 
methodologies and results are shortly described and some aspects which are not fully described in the 
original papers are included. 

3.1 First insights on the potential of Sentinel-1 for landslides detection 
In the context of the recently launched S1 satellite, the aim of Barra et al. (2016) (Annex 1) was to 
investigate the potentialities of S1 for landslide detection and activity characterization and to propose a 
methodology of analysis. The short revisit time (6-12 days), plus the C-band wavelength, and the regular 
acquisitions strategy, were premonitory characteristics of increased performances in terms of coherence 
and monitoring capabilities, compared to other SAR sensors such as ERS, ENVISAT or ALOS. Indeed, 
compared to previous satellites, S1 characteristics represent an improvement in terms of coherence and 
thus increasing capabilities for detection of landslides with displacement rates up to 1 m/yr., classified as 
slow by Cruden and Varnes (1996). At the same time there were many uncertainties related with the new 
data, like the real availability or the processing adaptation to the new TOPSAR mode of acquisition. The 
main objectives of this work were both to investigate the potentialities of S1 for landslide detection and 
activity characterization and to determine a methodology of analysis (SO 1 and 2). The methodology 
proposed in Barra et al. (2016, in Annex 1, and 2017a) is based on two main steps. The first one is a spatial 
and temporal analysis exploiting both single-interferogram (DInSAR) and MTInSAR information to extract 
the ADAs, which are moving areas without any interpretation on the causing phenomena. The second step 
consists in a GIS multilayer analysis based on supplementary data to both validate the ADAs and derive 
improved interpreted maps. The extraction of the ADAs is performed on two parallel data sources (block 
2 of the workflow in Figure 18). The first one is derived from single interferograms, allowing the detection 
of faster movements or temporal accelerations (in terms of few centimetres per week) that can be 
detected in 6 or 12 days interferograms. The second one is derived by a MTInSAR result, allowing to detect 
slower movements (in terms of few millimetres or centimetres per year) and to analyse the temporal 
evolution in time of the movement (time series of displacement). The information of faster movements 
can be lost in a Multi Temporal processing due to loss of coherence over time, causing absence of MPs 
(see sections 2.3, 2.4 and Figure 11). 
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Figure 18 Flowchart of the thesis. 
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The MTInSAR measurement is not spatially continuous, the density of MP depends on the stability in time 
of the back scattering characteristics that can be influenced by different aspects like the land cover or the 
velocity of the target among others (section 2). By contrast, the single-interferogram analysis brings a 
spatially continuous information, which however is sporadic in time (Figure 11). Both types of detection 
are complementary and allow a complete spatial and temporal characterization of the movements for a 
constantly updated inventory. This parallel analysis is explained in Barra et al. (2016, Annex 1), where both 
analyses are performed manually over an area of the region of Molise (Italy), strongly affected by 
landslides. The single interferogram analysis starts with a first detection of potential movements 
performed through a visual recognition of local patterns in the wrapped interferograms that are 
potentially associated with movements. Then the pairwise logic analysis (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998) 
allows to check each pattern and exclude the one that are due to atmospheric effects or topographic 
errors. The detected potential landslide areas are then compared and analysed in the MTInSAR 
displacement map. Finally, they are interpreted and validated in a GIS environment, using auxiliary data 
like optical images, topography, geology, and existing landslide inventory maps.   

Figure 19 shows an example of parallel analysis of a single-interferogram (a) and the MTInSAR 
displacement map (b). The black rectangles are examples of detected ADAs in both analyses, while the 
white ones are represented in Figure 20. The interferogram corresponds to a period of high rainfall 
(between 24/01/2015 and 02/02/2015) that caused an acceleration of existing landslides. Figure 20 shows 
a detail of an ADA detected in the interferogram (A) and in the displacement map (B). It is visible how the 
colour pattern of the interferogram allows to have a spatial information that is clearer and more 
continuous than the MT displacement map. The TS information of the MT map (C) is an added information 
for a temporal characterization of the movement, the red circle in (C) shows the acceleration detected in 
the interferogram in (A). Figure 20-D displays the final delineation of the detected movement and its 
overlapping with inventoried landladies (from the IFFI Italian landslide inventory). The multi-layer analysis 
allowed to confirm the detected potential landslides and to update the spatial delimitation analysing 
optical images and the topography. Moreover, looking at the spatial distribution of the detected 
movements on the geological map (Figure 21), we see that the ADAs are all localized on shales shists and 
sedimentary unit or on clayey lithologies, which are strongly prone to slide and affected by the rainfall 
water content. The results achieved using only 14 images, covering a period of 7 months, were very 
promising. In a total of 62 landslide polygons, 13 were new detections, 31 allowed to update the IFFI 
inventory, while 18 confirmed the activity of already inventoried landslides.  

The methodology proposed in Barra et al., 2016 was the precursor of the research advancements and the 
final methodology presented in this thesis. The main blocks of the thesis flowchart (Figure 18) remain the 
same, but most of them are now implemented with semi-automatic procedures and software tools. The 
automatization is a key aspect for an extensive application over wide areas. 
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Figure 19 The black rectangles show few examples of ADAs detected from a single interferogram (A) and from the MTInSAR 
displacement map (B). Note that figure (a) is in radar geometry, while in figure (b) the displacement map is projected in geographic 
coordinates and showed on a satellite optical image. Modified from Barra et al. 2017a. 

 

 

Figure 20 Potential pattern of ADA detected in a 12-day interferogram, delineated by a white line (a). The same pattern (red line) 
is showed with the MTInSAR displacement map (b) and in a GIS (d) together with the existing landslide inventory. The TS of the 
movement is showed in c. Modified from Barra et al. 2017a. 
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Figure 21 Detected ADAs overlapped with the geological map of Molise region. The black rectangle represents the processed part 

of the S1 image (burst). 

 

3.2 A methodology to detect and update active deformation areas based on Sentinel-1 
SAR images 

An algorithm for the ADAs extraction from a MTInSAR displacement map is proposed in Barra et al. (2017b, 
section 4). Here, we propose a methodology to simplify the displacement map through a MP filtering, and 
then extract the ADAs in a semiautomatic way. The methodology is developed over the Islands of Gran 
Canaria, La Gomera and Tenerife (Canary Islands, Spain), in the framework of the Safety project. The 
displacement map simplification removes the spatial outlier and the isolated points, to derive a filtered 
Displacement Activity Map (DAM). This is a first product that reduces the spatial-temporal noise and 
improves the readability and reliability of the map, simplifying the use and interpretation by not expert 
users in line with the SO 3. An example of filtering is showed in Figure 22 over the Teide and Pico Viejo 
areas of Tenerife.  

The second output of the methodology is the ADA map, which is the main input for the block 3 of the 
flowchart (Figure 18). The proposed procedure extracts the most significant active areas as a set of 
polygons, where each polygon contains the main information of the area (e.g. minimum, mean and 
maximum velocity, mean accumulated displacement, localization). Among this information, we underline 
the Quality Index (QI), based on statistical analysis, representing the temporal noise and spatial 
consistency of the TSs within each ADA. The QI is a key information to automatic assess the reliability of 
each extracted area, and thus reduces the analysis time for InSAR non-expert users. The ADAs are classified 
in four classes of reliability based on the QI, as explained in Figure 23. The ADA map simplifies the 
readability of PSI results, avoids misunderstanding in the interpretation, and allows a fast focusing over 
the most interesting active areas (SO 4). The automatic extraction of the ADA is key for an operational use 
of regional scale displacement maps (SO 3). In the application over Canary Islands, it allowed to pass from 
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around one million of points to around one hundred of ADAs. The number of areas is lower if we exclude 
the “not reliable” ADAs, and if we consider that more than one ADA polygon belongs to the same 
movement. The paper shows the potentialities of the methodology for a periodical updating of the ADA 
map. Figure 23 shows an example of the DAM and the ADA map, with the proposed classification of the 
ADA based on the QI. The outputs are complementary for both a regional scale overview given by the 
ADAs, and a local analysis given by the single PSs and TSs of the DAM.  

This work represented the reference methodology for many successive applications. Based on the 
methodology proposed in in Barra et al. (2017b), a software tool (the ADAFinder) was developed. The 
ADAFinder has been distributed to several institutions, and used in several European projects (Safety, U-
Geohaz, Heimdall, MOMIT, MOMPA, RISKCOAST).  

  
Figure 22 Example of noise filtering for a simplified MT displacement map read and interpretation. 

 

Figure 23 Example of the main outputs of the methodology proposed in Barra et al. (2017b). Modified from Monserrat et al. 
(2018) 
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3.3 Fast detection of ground motions on vulnerable elements using Sentinel-1 InSAR data 
This work represents a first proposal on the use of the ADA map to generate secondary products (Block 3 
of the workflow, Figure 18). It was developed in the frame of the Safety project, as the direct evolution of 
Barra et al. (2017b), with the objective of generating maps to be operationally useful for civil protection 
purposes. The whole methodology proposed in Safety, showed in Figure 24, was thought to be iteratively 
applied, with a frequency that depends on the monitoring target. In Solari et al. (2018, Annex 2) we 
develop and explain the methodology through its application in the Canary Islands of Tenerife, La Gomera 
and Gran Canaria (Spain). Firstly, the intersection of the ADA map with other existing data (e.g., geohazard 
inventories, terrain slope, susceptibility maps) allows validating the detected ADAs and attributing the 
possible geohazard that is threatening a certain area. The result of this cross-analysis is called Geohazard 
Activity Map (GAM), which consists in a preliminary interpreted ADA map (SO 3). The GAM consents to 
update the existing maps by adding new detected movements or changing the spatial and temporal 
activity state of already known phenomena. Secondly, we propose a qualitative Strategic Vulnerability 
Classification of the exposed elements, which is based on the role that each element plays in the three 
Civil Protection (CP) phases of prevention, emergency, and recovery. The intersection between the 
classified elements at risks with the ADAs allows to generate three Vulnerable Element Activity Maps 
(VEAM), one for each CP phase. The VEAM is aimed to be a clear map resuming, for each territorial unit, if 
a geohazard is affecting one or more strategic elements a risk (SO 4).  

 

Figure 24 Flowchart of Safety project (see also Barra et al., 2018 and Monserrat et al., 2018). 
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3.4 ADAtools: Automatic detection and classification of active deformation areas from PSI 
displacement maps 

In Navarro et al. (2020, Section 5) we see the automation of both the ADA extraction and preliminary 
classification through the development of the ADATools, a set of tools for the MTInSAR data analysis and 
interpretation. The ADATools have been implemented in C++ in the framework of MOMIT, with the 
collaboration of the University of Alicante (UA). They are based on methodologies that already existed and 
were executed manually, in a Geographic Information System (GIS) environment. The package is 
composed of 4 modules, namely, ADAfinder, ADAclassifier, THEXfinder, and los2hv. Specifically, the 
ADAFinder, which allows an automatic extraction of the ADAs from a MT displacement map, is based on 
the algorithm developed by Barra et al. (2017b).  The ADAClassifier uses auxiliary data to make a 
preliminary semiautomatic classification of the geological or anthropogenic processes causing the 
movement. The ADAs are classified with a level of certainty of being a landslide, a sinkhole, a subsidence, 
or a constructive settlement (Figure 25). ADAClassifier derives from a methodology developed by the UA 
that is under constant research and is based on the same concept of the Geohazard Activity Map. 
THEXfinder, is the second classification tool to identify expansive soils and thermal expansion effects. 
Finally, los2hv is based on Notti et al. (2014) and computes the horizontal and vertical components if both 
the ascending and descending geometries are available (section 2.2, Figure 8). The output of los2hav is an 
optional input of the ADAClassifier. The ADAtools have been tested in two areas (in Italy and Spain) where 
the availability of ancillary data was strongly different, to show the flexibility and adaptability of 
ADAClassifier to a wide range of situations. The development of the ADAtools has allowed a wide 
distribution and application of the methodologies. The most consolidated tool is the ADAFinder, which has 
been intensively used and improved several times, thanks to the users’ direct experience and feedbacks. 
ADATools are in line with the SO 3, improving the potentialities for an extensive application and use of the 
previously proposed methods. 

 

 
Figure 25 Example of ADA classified as settlement (D) showing an inverse exponential trend of the mean time series (E). The 
historical satellite images from Google Earth allowed to confirm the new construction of a building between 2014 and 2015.  
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3.5 Satellite interferometric data for landslide intensity evaluation in mountainous 
regions 

In this work, developed in the frame of U-Geohaz project, we propose a methodology to be applied at a 
regional scale, to derive local scale maps that quantify the potential loss (from an economic point of view) 
suffered by a building or road exposed to a landslide (Solari et al., 2020a, Section 6). The main input is the 
ADA map, extracted from a MTInSAR displacement map, which is used to localise a potential destructive 
movement and to derive the landslide intensity. As a step forward from the previous application in Solari 
et al. (2018), here we use the ADA for both a direct and indirect intensity estimation. The direct intensity 
evaluation is done in case of slow movements directly affecting roads or buildings: in this case the mean 
ADA velocity is used as intensity value. The indirect approach is used when the ADA does not intersect any 
anthropic element, but it highlights the presence of an unstable debris, where a potential debris flow could 
be triggered. The ADA is thus used as indicator of the source zone for a model-based analysis to simulate 
the run-out. In line with the SO 3, this work faces two aspects for a preliminary risk analysis, proposing a 
physical vulnerability estimation and a quantitative exposure evaluation starting from the intensity 
evaluation. The methodology is applied over an area of Valle d’Aosta region, northern Italy (Figure 26A 
and B), strongly affected by landslides, mainly represented by slow deep-seated gravitational slope 
deformations and fast debris or mud flows. In this case the processing approach has been an important 
part of the work, due to the difficulties of the area from the InSAR point of view. The main aspect is a 
strong coherence change in space and time mainly due to the snow coverage in winter months. Other 
aspects are the strong topography (Figure 26A), the topography-related atmosphere component (Figure 
26C), and the land cover which is mainly represented by vegetation. Figure 26 (C and D) shows the 
behaviour of the coherence depending on the image acquisition period. We can see how in summer (Figure 
26C) the coherence is high over the whole area, whereas in winter (Figure 26D) the coherence in mostly 
maintained along the bottom of the valleys and totally lost with the altitude, where the snow was present. 
To face this problem, the coherence matrix was used for a coherence-based selection of the 
interferograms network to be processed, implying the elimination of some images from the processed 
dataset. Moreover, two different networks have been selected based on the temporal baseline of the 
interferograms, to firstly estimate the linear annual velocity (long temporal baselines), and secondly to 
generate the TS (short temporal baselines). The result is a strong improvement in terms of coverage, 
allowing to reach higher altitudes and density of measurements, as showed in Figure 10. The same 
approach was used in the project MOMPA (EFA295/19), to process an area of around 4,000 km2 located 
in the Pyrenees. Starting from these necessities of an optimal selection of the images and interferograms, 
the tool xarxa-setting (i.e. network-setting) has been developed as a module of the PSIG chain. This tool 
makes an automatic selection of the images and the interferograms based on thresholds of the minimum 
coherence and image redundancy.  
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Figure 26 Localization and elevation map of the area of study (A), located in Valle d’Aosta region (northern of Italy). Optical image 
of the AOI. Example of a high coherence interferogram (C) covering the period 20/06/2017 – 26/06/2017, and a low coherence 
interferogram (D) covering the period 22/12/2016 – 28/12/2016. The phase fringes in C are mainly due to a topography-correlated 
atmosphere component.  

 

Figure 27 Comparison of the MT displacement map before (A) and after (B) applying the coherence matrix analysis. A detail of the 
area in the red rectangles in C and D.  
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3.6 From MTInSAR displacement gradients to the generation of potential damage maps 
This work has been submitted to the journal Remote Sensing of Environment and is under revision. Here 
we propose a methodology (Figure 28) to start from a regional scale displacement map and derive local 
scale potential damage maps. We make an improvement with respect to the previous work (Solari et al., 
2020a) in terms of slow-landslide intensity evaluation. One of the main destructive factors for a structure 
exposed to a slow movement are differential settlements or angular distortions. Here we use the spatial 
gradient of movement as landslide intensity value to localize areas where structures and infrastructures 
are susceptible to damage. The method has been applied over an area of around 700 km2 located in the 
Province of Granada (Spain, Figure 29A), in the frame of RISKCOAST project. Starting from a regional scale 
MTInSAR-displacement map (Figure 29B), the ADAs are extracted with the ADAFinder tool, and selected 
on the base of the Quality Index (Figure 29C). The most significant detected ADAs are localized on coastal 
slopes, where several resorts (e.g. Cerro Gordo, Marina del Este, Punta de la Mona, Alfa Mar, etc.) are 
built. The ADA map represents the first-level information, which allows localizing exposed areas and 
assigning a first level of intensity, based on the velocity statistics. Figure 30 shows the results of the main 
steps of the methodology achieved over the resort of Monte de Los Almendros, localised in the white 
rectangles of Figure 29. The extracted ADA polygons (Figure 30A) are expanded though a buffer of 150 
meters, thus the following steps are then performed within the ADA-buffer areas using common GIS tools. 
The ADA-buffer allows to include in the analysis the MPs that are in the ADA surrounding areas (Figure 
30D), which can be stable, with a lower velocity or isolated with respect to the main moving cluster. 
Moreover, it is common that the stronger gradients of movements are expected to be located at the 
borders of the main moving areas. The velocity map is rasterized to have a regular grid information (Figure 
30E) and to calculate the slope and aspect of the velocity map. The slope of the velocity represents the 
spatial gradient of movement, while the aspect the main gradient direction, allowing to derive the local 
Gradient Vectors. The rasterization and slope are also performed for the accumulated displacements at 
each acquisition date (i.e. derived from the displacement TS), allowing to have the evolution in time of the 
motion gradients (Gradient Time Series). The slope of the velocity map is then classified and used as 
Gradient Intensity Map (Figure 30F), one of the main outputs of the methodology.  

 
Figure 28 Flowchart of the methodology proposed in the last work submitted to Remote Sensing of Environment. 
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Figure 29 Area of study (above) and the extracted ADAs (below). The white rectangle shows the location of the Monte de Los 
Almendros resort (see Figure 31). 

The proposed classification of the Gradient Intensity Map (Table 2) in based on Skempton and MacDonald 
(1956), to attribute to each class threshold a meaning in terms of potential damage expected over a period 
of 25 years (assuming constant gradient rates). Skempton and Macdonald (1956) establish general 
recommendations and limits for angular distortions (β). The first recommendation is avoiding angular 
distortions higher then 1/1000 or 1/500. They establish β = 1/300 as the limit that potentially produce 
cracking in walls and partitions and β = 1/150 as the one causing structural damage. The exposed buildings 
(freely available from the OpenStreetMap database) are then classified depending on their position over 
the Gradient Intensity Map, the maximum value of the gradient is attributed to each building to derive the 
Potential Damage Map, the second main output of the methodology. Figure 31 shows the Potential 
Damage Map (A) of the whole area of Monte de los Almendros and a detail over the local area within the 
black rectangle (Figure 31B, C, D and E). Figure 31B shows the input velocity map, Figure 31C the building 
polygons over the Gradient Intensity Map, and Figure 31D the derived Potential Damage Map. In Figure 
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31E the gradient vectors are showed (the colours represent the intensity class and the arrows the main 
direction) together with the velocity information derived from the rasterization (represented by the 
points). Finally, in Figure 31F is showed an example of gradient TS of the point highlighted by the white 
circle in Figure 31E. The Gradient Intensity Map and Potential Damage Map are useful to support field 
surveys and drive deeper analysis. The Potential Damage Map is a first step toward a vulnerability 
assessment, that would be possible with extra information on the structural characteristics of each 
building. The gradient vectors and TS are added information for single case analysis. Moreover, a constant 
monitoring of the gradient TS, through automatic trend change detection (Raspini et al., 2018), could allow 
a prompt detection of a change in the stress condition of a building. The ADA extraction allowed to pass 
from around 200,000 MP to 175 ADAs. Of the extracted area, the 15% is mapped as high or very high 
intensity gradient, which allowed to detect 192 over 633 buildings prone to moderate or higher damages 
(corresponding to cracks and structural damages).  

Table 2 Classification of the Gradient Intensity Map and Potential Damage Map in terms of Angular Distortion expected in 25 years, 
assuming the annual intensity gradient doesn’t change. The reference values are referred to Skempton and MacDonald (1956). 

Class 
number 

Intensity 
Class Annual Gradient 

% (mm yr.-1 m-1) 

Angular 
distortion (β) 
in 25 years 

β reference 
values 

0 
Not 
measured ≤ 4 ≤ 1/1000 ≤ 1/1000 

1 Low 8 1/500 1/500 
2 Medium 12 1/333 1/300 
3 High  20 1/200 1/150 
4 Very high > 20   >1/150 

 

 

Figure 30 All the steps of the methodology obtained in the coastal resort of Monte de los Almendros. 
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Figure 31 Potential Damage Map of Monte de los Almendros (A). Detail of the black rectangle area with the exposed buildings in 
black polygons (B, C, D and E). Input velocity map (B), Gradient Intensity Map (C), Potential Damage Map (D). Gradient vectors and 
displacement velocities (E). The gradient TS of the point within the white circle is showed in F.  

An evaluation of the damage prediction capability of the methodology has been done using the Potential 
Damage Maps as test sample. To do that, a field survey was carried out in the coastal resorts of Los 
Almendros (both in May 2019 and July 2020), Alfa Mar (in May 2019), Cerro Gordo (July 2020) and Punta 
de la Mona (November 2021) to classify the buildings based on visible external damages. The classification 
proposed by Cooper (2008) was used, it is based on seven categories ranging from 1 and 2, which is barely 
perceptible only from the interiors, through 5, which is very severe with considerable damage, to 7, which 
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is total collapse. Table 3 shows the numbers of the buildings classified for each class of damage, used to 
compare the field evidence with the predicted damages. Figure 32 shows some examples of buildings 
affected by different types of damage (pictures taken in Cerro Gordo during the field survey). 

The prediction test was done and evaluated through the generation of a series of ROC curves. Different 
thresholds of Intensity Gradients are used to set the difference between a positive (presence of damage) 
or negative (absence of damage) prediction. Thus, for each threshold the numbers of true-positive (TP, 
positive prediction in case of damaged building), false-positive (FP, positive prediction in case of no-
damaged building), true-negative (TN, negative prediction in case of damaged building) and false-negative 
(FN, negative prediction in case of no-damaged building) are used to generate a ROC. A ROC curve 
describes the behaviour of the true-positive rate (TPR=TP/(TP+FN)) as a function of the false-positive rate 
(FPR=FP/(TN+FP)). The capacity of the model to discriminate where a building is more likely to be already 
damaged (TPR-FPR) is then proportional to the extension of the area under the ROC curve (Area Under 
Curve, AUC). As a rule, an AUC of 0.5 indicates no discriminating capability, whereas an AUC between 0.6 
and 0.7 relates to a poorly discriminant model, an AUC between 0.7 and 0.8 is considered acceptable, an 
AUC between 0.8 and 0.9 is considered excellent, and an AUC higher than 0.9 is considered outstanding.   

Figure 33A shows a graph with four ROC curves generated by considering as “damaged” four selections of 
the classes: starting from only the most severe (class 6), and then including for each curve the next class, 
i.e., the class corresponding to the next lower damage level. This is done to analyse how the prediction 
capability changes depending on the damage severity levels. 

Table 3 Number of building inventoried over each urban area for each class of damage (Cooper, 2008). 

    Urb.  
Class Alfa Mar Cerro Gordo Almendros Totals  

<3 (Not visible) 68 40 401 509 (~ 80%) 
3 (Moderate) 17 5 49 71 (~ 11%) 

4 (Serious) 5 6 9 20 (~ 3%) 
5 (Very serious) 1 15 3 19 (~ 3%) 

6 (Partial collapse) 2 9 3 14 (~ 2%) 
TOT 93 75 465 633 

 

 

Figure 32 Examples of landslide-field evidences and damages in Cerro Gordo. Image A belong to class 6 (partial collapes), Image 
B is is an example of class 5, a very serius damage, with a distinct crack (separating two bloks) and tilts affecting the garages. 

Images C shows an example of wall cracks belonging to class 4 (serius damage). 
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The ROC curves seem to approach the diagonal, as we introduce classes of lower damage level. We can 
see that the prediction capabilities are acceptable and almost the same if we consider only the class 6 
(AUC6=0.74) or classes 5 and 6 together (AUC5,6=0.73). The AUC slightly decrease (AUC4,5,6=0.68) if we also 
introduce class 4, but in this case the test is poorly discriminant even though the AUC is about 0.7. Finally, 
the performance is strongly affected by the inclusion of class 3, with a ROC curve that is very close to the 
diagonal regardless the used threshold (AUC3,4,5,6=0.65). This behaviour can be explained by the fact that 
the damage inventory was prepared by visual inspection from outside the buildings, the lower the damage 
level the more the observation is subjected to variables like visibility and recognisability. Moreover, the 
building external status can be altered, fixed, or occulted (e.g., fissures or small cracks can be easily filled 
and painted). Furthermore, it must be considered that lower damage levels are expected to be related to 
lower displacement intensity gradients, which are more difficult to be detected due to the sensitivity of 
MTInSAR techniques. Figure 33B shows a similar analysis performed by using as intensity value the 
absolute values of the velocities instead of gradients. We see that the prediction capability of the velocity 
abruptly decreases from acceptable (AUC6=0.77) to poorly discriminant (AUC5,6=0.59) as we move from 
considering only class 6 to considering the classes 5 and 6. This means a good discrimination only for the 
class 6 (partially collapsed), which is not satisfactory for preventing purposes. Therefore, it is evident that 
the use of gradients as intensity values to predict damages, provides a higher discriminant capacity than 
the use of velocities. The ROC analysis allowed to select the gradient threshold that maximize the 
discrimination capability (TPR-FPR). This threshold corresponds to a gradient of 8 % (mm* yr-1 * m-1), which 
allowed to detect around the 70% (TPR) of the buildings belonging to classes 5 and 6, having the FNR and 
FPR of around 30% (Figure 33A). Whereas false positives could be interpreted as potential damage areas, 
the false negatives are mainly related to the intrinsic limitations of the MTInSAR technique (namely 
geometric limitations, absence of measurement points or non-precise geo-localization), and of the 
methodology (loss of precision due to the rasterization and interpolation process). Considering all the 
limitations related to the test-sample characterization, and that we did not consider the vulnerability 
variables related with the building characteristics (e.g., year of construction, securing interventions, 
geometry measurements, construction type and material, and foundation type), we believe this result 
represents a satisfactory outcome. The proposed methodology and the outputs, are in line with the SO 3 
and 4, representing operational tools for landslide risk management and easy-to-read maps. 

 

Figure 33 ROC curves generated with the same test-sample, considering the gradients (A) and the velocities (B) as intensity values. 
The different curves are generated considering as damaged only a sub-selection of classes. The numbers are the thresholds used 
to plot the curves 
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Abstract: This work is focused on deformation activity mapping and monitoring using Sentinel-1 (S-1)
data and the DInSAR (Differential Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar) technique. The main
goal is to present a procedure to periodically update and assess the geohazard activity (volcanic
activity, landslides and ground-subsidence) of a given area by exploiting the wide area coverage and
the high coherence and temporal sampling (revisit time up to six days) provided by the S-1 satellites.
The main products of the procedure are two updatable maps: the deformation activity map and
the active deformation areas map. These maps present two different levels of information aimed at
different levels of geohazard risk management, from a very simplified level of information to the
classical deformation map based on SAR interferometry. The methodology has been successfully
applied to La Gomera, Tenerife and Gran Canaria Islands (Canary Island archipelago). The main
obtained results are discussed.

Keywords: SAR; DInSAR; deformation; measurement; landslide; subsidence; risk management

1. Introduction

This paper is focused on geohazard activity mapping and monitoring using Sentinel-1 (S-1) data
and the DInSAR (Differential Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar) technique. In the last 25 years,
the mapping and monitoring of geohazard phenomena have received an important contribution from
the DInSAR technique. This approach was firstly proposed in 1989, using data from the L-band
Seasat sensor [1]. Since then, the technique has experienced a continuous growth mainly related
to two main components. The first one is the important research and development effort made in
this period, which has generated a wide number of data processing and analysis tools and methods.
They include the classical single-interferogram DInSAR methods (e.g., see [2–4]), the DInSAR stacking
techniques [5] and several implementations of the so-called Persistent Scatterer Interferometry (PSI)
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and Small Baseline Subsets (SBAS) methods [6–10]. A review of all these advanced methods, which
are sometimes referred to as Advanced DInSAR (A-DInSAR) or Time Series Radar Interferometry
(TSInSAR), is provided in [11]. In the last years, the number of DInSAR users has increased thanks
to the availability of free platforms and software, such as Grid Processing on Demand (G-POD) and
Sentinel Application Platform (SNAP), provided by ESA, which have widened the range of potential
users [12,13].

The second component is satellite data availability, which has increased in terms of number of
satellites with different spatial and temporal resolutions. Most of the DInSAR and PSI developments
have been based on C-band data acquired by the sensors on-board the satellites ERS-1/2, Envisat
and Radarsat. The available imagery collected by these satellites cover long periods of time (starting
from 1992), a key aspect to guarantee a long-term deformation monitoring and to make historical
studies [14]. DInSAR and PSI have experienced a major step forward since 2007, with the advent of very
high-resolution X-band data [15] of TerraSAR-X and COSMO-SkyMed. This includes the capability
to generate a dense sampling of Persistent Scatterers (PS), a high sensitivity to small displacements
and a remarkable quality improvement of the time series with respect to the C-band [16,17]. Those
improvements have had an important impact on the geohazard applications, improving the analysis at
different scales and allowing the combination of the results from different satellites [18–24]. A review
over the available satellite SAR sensors and their potentialities for landslide application can be found
in [25,26]. A significant further improvement is given by the new C-band sensor on-board the S-1A
and B satellites, launched on 2014 and 2016, respectively [27]. S-1 has improved the data acquisition
throughout and, compared to previous sensors, has increased considerably the DInSAR and PSI
deformation monitoring potential [4,28] allowing to make long-term geohazard monitoring planes
over regional areas [29].

This work is aimed at exploiting the wide area coverage and the high coherence [4] and temporal
sampling (revisit time up to six days) provided by the S-1 satellites to generate and periodically update
regional-scale deformation activity maps for the geohazard management. The proposed methodology
has been developed in the framework of the ongoing European ECHO (European Civil Protection
and Humanitarian Aid Operations) project “Safety—Sentinel for geohazards regional monitoring
and forecasting”, which aims at providing Civil Protection Authorities (CPA) with the capability of
periodically evaluate and assess, at regional scale, the potential impact of geohazards (volcanic activity,
landslides and subsidence) on urban areas.

The interpretation of the DInSAR derived maps (e.g., velocity maps) can be complex, mostly for
users who are not familiar with radar data [30,31]. This is more evident working at regional scale,
where the high number of PSs can difficult the analysis and in some cases misinterpret the real scenario.
Several authors have shown different approaches to address this issue [25,32]. This work presents a
procedure to generate clear products that can be easily exploited by the authorities involved in the
geohazard and risk management chain. The main output is the so-called Active Deformation Areas
(ADA) map. It is derived from the DInSAR Deformation Activity Map (DAM) by discriminating
the more reliable deforming areas. A further step, which is the integration of the products of the
methodology (DAM and ADA maps) in the Civil Protection risk management activities, is described
in [33].

The procedure is illustrated through its application over the Canary Islands, a Spanish volcanic
archipelago located in the Atlantic Ocean, northwest of Africa, which is one of the test sites of the
Safety project. Canary Islands present different types of geohazards, including landslides, earthquakes
and volcanic activity.

The paper starts with the description of the procedure (Section 2), then the results of the active
deformation maps obtained over the Canary Islands test site are described (Section 3). This is followed
by the discussion of the results by emphasizing the main advantages and main challenges of the
proposed approach (Section 4). Finally, the conclusions of the work are drawn (Section 5).
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2. Methodology

In this section, the procedure to derive the DAM and the ADA maps is described. The proposed
procedure can be applied to the data acquired by any satellite SAR sensor. However, it provides the
best performances with the S-1 characteristics.

The general scheme of the procedure, shown as a flowchart in Figure 1, is divided in two main
blocks (Figure 1):

1. Raw Deformation Map (RDM) generation: This includes all the PSI processing steps to estimate
the annual linear velocities and the time series of deformation (TS). The RDM is an intermediate
product that is not delivered to the final users.

2. Deformation Activity Map (DAM) generation and Active Deformation Areas (ADA) extraction:
In this block, the two final products of the procedure are generated. It includes a filtering of the
RDM and all the steps to generate the ADA map. These two products are easily readable and
thus exploitable by the risk management decision makers.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the proposed procedure.

All the deformation values included in the output maps are estimated along the satellite Line of
Sight (LOS) direction. The procedure is designed to be periodically processed to have a continuous
update of the products and thus a continuous input of regional-scale deformation maps for the
authorities to detect potential hazards or to decide more focused analysis in critical areas.

2.1. Raw Deformation Map Generation

The main goal of this block is to derive the deformation scenario of an area of interest from
the SAR data. The output is a deformation map that consists in a set of selected points with both
the information of the estimated LOS velocity and the accumulated displacement at every satellite
acquisition. The main input is a set of SAR images acquired at different times. Several Persistent
Scatterer Interferometry (PSI) techniques have been developed in the last decade. The main common
steps to generate a deformation map are: the interferogram network generation, the selection of
points, the phase unwrapping, the Atmospheric Phase Screen (APS) estimation and removal and the
estimation of the velocities and/or deformation time series (TS). The choice between the different
techniques depends on many factors like the radar sensor characteristics, the target of the study or
the characteristics of the test site (geology, land use, topography, etc.). In particular, for this research,
the maps have been generated using an approach of the Persistent Scatterer Interferometry chain of
the Geomatics (PSIG) Division of CTTC (PSIG) described in [32]. The main steps of the processing are
briefly described in the following lines (Figure 2):

• Interferogram network generation: This step consists of the generation of the interferogram
network. S-1 uses a sophisticated data acquisition procedure, the TOPS (Terrain Observation
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by Progressive Scan) imaging mode [34], which is key to achieve the wide area coverage.
The drawback is that, compared to other sensors, the S-1 data require extra processing. The key
step is the image co-registration, which needs to be very accurate [35].

Since a fundamental aspect of the PSIG chain is the redundancy of the network of interferograms
and images, all the possible interferogram pairs are generated. The selection of the interferogram
network is done by statistically evaluating the coherence of the study area. This analysis provides
key inputs for the network like the maximum temporal baseline to be used as well as the presence
of periods characterized by low coherence (e.g., snow periods in mountain areas). As example,
in the Canary Islands test site, the selected maximum temporal baseline was 156 days.

• Point Selection: Even if a single S-1 frame contains millions of pixels, only a small portion of them
is exploitable for deformation purposes. There are different statistical criteria used to discriminate
the noisier pixels from those with low level of noise [11]. However, the use of very restrictive
thresholds can result in a critical loss of spatial coverage. The general purpose of this step is
to find a good compromise between the quality of the selected points (little affected by noise)
and a good spatial coverage. Hence, for each case, different criteria are evaluated in order to
find the best trade-off. For example, in the Canary Islands test site, the selection of points was
based on the Dispersion of Amplitude (DA) [6]. Only points with a DA value lower than 0.5 have
been selected.

• 2+1D phase unwrapping: This is a two-step spatial-temporal phase unwrapping [32]. The approach
starts with a spatial phase unwrapping (2D) performed over the selected set of points and for
each interferogram of the network. Then, in a second phase, a phase unwrapping consistency
check (1D) is performed. This check is done point wise, exploiting the temporal component of the
SAR images stack. It is based on an iterative least squares method (LS) and the analysis of the LS
residuals at each iteration. For each pixel, the main outputs are: (i) the temporal evolution of the
phases (TEP) with respect to a reference image; and (ii) some statistical parameters used to assess
the quality of the LS inputs.

• APS (Atmospheric Phase Screen) estimation and removal: The APS is estimated using spatial-temporal
filters [36]. The main input is the TEP estimated in the previous step. The estimated APS is removed
from the TEP. The remaining phases are then transformed into deformations, obtaining the final
deformation time series (TS).

• Deformation velocity estimation: This is the last step of the deformation map generation block.
It consists of an estimation of the deformation velocity from the obtained time series. The used
method is a robust regression line estimation.
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The final output of this block is a raw deformation map (RDM) including, for each point,
the deformation velocity and the accumulated deformation at each acquisition time (TS). The estimated
deformations are in the satellite LOS direction.

It is worth noting that the described approach can slightly change depending on the site. A frequent
variation is to perform the deformation velocity estimation before the 2+1D phase unwrapping.
The deformation velocity is estimated over the wrapped phases and then removed from them before
the phase unwrapping [5]. This is done to ease the 2D phase unwrapping step in areas strongly affected
by deformation.

2.2. Deformation Activity Map and Active Deformation Areas Extraction

This block is aimed at obtaining both the final Deformation Activity Map (DAM), which is the
filtered version of the raw deformation map (RDM), and the Active Deformation Areas (ADA) map,
which is the main product of the procedure. The main goal is to identify and monitor, over wide
areas, the most critical deformations to provide the Civil Protection authorities with the capacity to
perform prevention and mitigation actions. Therefore, the three main aspects that have to characterize
the final maps are: (i) the readability; (ii) the reliability; and (iii) the regional-to-local scale. The main
constraining factors to achieve these goals are the spatio-temporal noise of the deformation map and
the high number of PSs which in some cases can lead to wrong interpretations.

A key parameter of this block is the assessment of the general noise level (sensitivity) of the RDM.
In this research, the sensitivity has been evaluated using the standard deviation (σmap) of the RDM
velocity values. A stability threshold of 2σmap is set to distinguish the active points, those where we
measure movements, from those we do not. A point is considered moving if |v| > 2σmap, where
|v| is the absolute velocity value of the point. It is worth to underline that the points classified as
“stable” can be truly stable as well as instable points, with a not detectable movement. To simplify the
readability, we call “stable” all the points with the absolute LOS velocity below the stability threshold.
As example, in the Canary Island test site, the stability threshold has been set as ±4.7 mm/year.

This block can be summarized in three main steps (Figure 3): (i) filtering of the RDM; (ii) automatic
extraction of the more reliable and relevant active areas (ADA); and (iii) Quality Index (QI) attribution
to each ADA.

(i) Filtering of the raw deformation map

This action aims to filter the RDM obtained in block 1. The final point selection has been based
on two different criteria: (i) the standard deviation of the 2+1D phase unwrapping residues (σres);
and (ii) a spatial criterion based on the variability of a point with respect its neighbors. The first one
is used to remove points susceptible to be affected by phase unwrapping errors. The used threshold
for the σres is 2.4 rad (approximately 1 cm). We have selected this relatively high threshold in order
to keep the maximum number of measurements. Regarding the spatial criterion, it is used to clean
sparse measurements (isolated points) and points with strong discrepancy with respect its neighbors
(outliers). The filtering is window based. The used window has a radius of 2 times the data resolution
(e.g., around 80 m in Canary Island).

The filtering criteria are: (i) eliminate points without neighbors inside the window; and
(ii) eliminate moving points without more than one moving neighbors inside the window. It is
worth noting that the eliminated points can be real moving points related to a geohazard, like for
example a landslide. However, an isolated point can be related to several factors including noise. In
this context, we accept to lose information about few phenomena in order to highly reduce the general
level of noise and simplify the readability of the map.
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maps generation.

(ii) Automatic extraction of the more reliable and relevant active areas (ADA)

The aim of the ADA map generation is to perform a rapid identification of the most reliable
active deformation areas. The final map has to represent a clear input to be validated and integrated
with other data (e.g., geohazard inventories, ground truth information, etc.) in order to determine the
nature of the deformation and thus to generate the Geohazard Activity Map.

The ADA map has been by using an evolution of the approaches proposed by [37–40]. The main
input is the filtered deformation velocity map obtained in Step (i). Only the moving points (with |v|
> 2σmap) are selected. Then, from this subset of points (PSm), groups of at least five neighbor PSs,
sharing their influence area, are aggregated in polygons representing the Active Deformation Areas
(ADA). To define the influence area of every PS we consider the approximated footprint of the PSs.
For example, in Canary Island test site, the PS area is of 28 m by 40 m. Then we calculate the radius
of the circle inscribing the PS area (40 m by 40 m in the Canary Island Site) and we multiply it by a
factor of 1.3 to ensure that neighboring pixels are selected. If the grouped PSs are less than five, they
are considered to represent a non-significant deformation for a regional scale map.

Finally, for each ADA, the following parameters are estimated:

- Number of aggregated active points (APs).
- Mean, maximum and minimum values of the APs velocities.
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- Mean value of the APs accumulated deformations. To avoid strong influence of atmospheric
or digital elevation model error effects, we estimate the final accumulated deformation as
the average of the accumulated values of the last four acquisition times of all the APs of
the ADA.

- Velocity class, which is a classification of the ADA as a function of its maximum velocity
(vm). The class is 1 if |vm| > 1 cm/year or 0 if 2σmap < |vm| < 1 cm/year.

- Quality Indexes, which are explained in the following lines.

(iii) Quality index attribution to each ADA

Although the ADA map is based on filtered data, the automation of the process needs a final
quality assessment for each single ADA. The noise level of the TSs and thus the robustness of the
deformation estimations vary significantly pointwise. This step describes an implemented Quality
Index (QI) that provides an estimation of the noise level of the ADA. This QI is a key parameter to
properly interpret the ADA map.

The QI is based on the evaluation of two parameters for each ADA: the noise of each AP time
series is evaluated and the spatial homogeneity of the estimated deformations in time is considered
(i.e., consistency between AP time series). Hence, each ADA is characterized by a temporal noise index
(TNI) and a spatial noise index (SNI) that are used to derive the final QI.

• Temporal Noise Index (TNI)

To attribute the TNI, for each APs the first order autocorrelation (ρt,t−1) of its TS is evaluated.
The first order autocorrelation allows evaluating the temporal noise degree for both linear and
nonlinear deformation trends. The autocorrelation coefficient ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 means the
prevalence of noise over the deformation trend. The temporal index (TNI) is a four-class classification
of the ADA based on the median value (Med(ρ)) between the TS autocorrelation coefficients, it varies
from 1 to 4, where 1 corresponds to a high Med(ρ) and 4 to a very low Med(ρ).

To find a relationship between the autocorrelation coefficient and the noise level, a simulation
was performed on a set of 20 TSs characterized by a linear trend (b) and random noise (ε):

Y = bx + ε

where b = velocity in (mm/day), x = 0, 12, 24, 36, . . . , 468 (days) is the 12 days spaced time
series. The random noise was characterized by a normal distribution. For each velocity, we tested
different levels of noise by setting the standard deviation of the simulated random noise. Since the
autocorrelation also depends on the number of sampling (i.e., on the length of the TS and the revisit
time), our simulation was calculated over 468-day time series (almost one year and half) with temporal
steps of 12 days. This period corresponds to the temporal window used to generate the deformation
maps in our test site (Canary Islands). Figure 4 shows the results of the two simulations performed
with the velocities of 5 and 10 mm/year. The plotted values represent the median value of the set of
TSs autocorrelation coefficients calculated for each tested noise level. By expressing the noise level in
terms of percentage of the velocities, the relationship can be approximated by the linear regression of
the whole data resulted by the simulation.

It is worth mentioning that this is a simplified model, helpful to evaluate the physical meaning of
the thresholds. Note that, for equal noise level, the autocorrelation coefficient changes with temporal
sampling. Therefore, the thresholds can change, depending on the study case, if both the Sentinel-1A
and Sentinel-1B images are used (six-day revisit time).

The ρt,t−1 values of 0.53, 0.70 and 0.84, respectively, corresponding to the 35%, 25% and 15% of
noise with respect to the velocities (Figure 4 and Table 1), were chosen as thresholds for the four classes
of TNI.
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Table 1. Final classification of TNI.

Med(ρ) Noise-Velocity Ratio (%) Class

<0.53 >35 4
0.53–0.70 35–25 3
0.70–0.84 25–15 2

>0.84 <15 1

• Spatial Noise Index (SNI)

The aim of the SNI estimation is to evaluate the spatial consistency of the detected ADA, i.e.,
to quantify how the PSs composing an ADA evolve with a similar trend. We assume that all the TSs of
the same ADA belong to the same deformation phenomena. Thus, we expect different magnitude of
the detected movements, but a spatial correlation between their temporal evolutions. With this aim, for
each ADA the correlation coefficient between all the possible pairs of TSs are calculated (CORR(Xi,Yj),
where i,j represents all the possible pair combinations of the APs and Xi and Yj are their respective
TSs. The spatial index (SNI) is a four-class classification of the ADA based on the median value
(Med(CORR)) of all the ADA’s TSs pairs correlation values. It varies from 1 to 4 where 1 corresponds to
a high Med(CORR) and 4 to a very low Med(CORR). The classification thresholds (Table 2) have been
set on the statistical distribution of the results, specifically the values corresponding to the quartiles
that have been chosen.

Table 2. Final classification of the Spatial Noise Index (SNI).

Med(ρ) Cumulative Frequency (%) Class

<0.53 <2 4
0.53–0.7 2–25 (1st quantile) 3
0.7–0.84 25–75 (2nd and 3rd quantiles) 2

>0.84 >75 (4th quantile) 1

• ADA Quality Index (QI)

The global QI is derived from the combination of both the TNI and the SNI, and measures the
degree of reliability of each detected ADA. The numerical classes (QI) assigned to each TNI-SNI
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combination are represented by the matrix shown in Figure 5. The QI ranges from Class 4, which is the
noisiest one, to Class 1, which represents the ADA characterized by very high quality time series (TS).
More in detail: Class 4 represents a not reliable ADA; Class 3 means reliable ADA but TS that cannot
be exploited; Class 2 means reliable ADA, but a further analysis of the TS is recommended; and Class 1
means reliable ADA and TS.
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3. Canary Island Results

In this section, the results of the above application of the procedure over the Canary Islands and
some related technical aspects are discussed and presented.

The explained procedure has been applied to three islands: La Gomera, Tenerife and Gran Canaria
(Spain). The test-site, covering a total land surface of around 4000 km2, allows testing the regional
scale potentialities of the procedure.

3.1. Dataset Description

The three islands are covered by a single Sentinel-1 frame. In particular, three swaths and 18 bursts
have been processed. In Table 3, the main characteristics of the used dataset are described. The used
image dataset consists of 64 Sentinel-1 Wide Swath images covering around a two years and a half
period, with the first acquisition time in November 2014 and last acquisition time in March 2017. In this
study only images from Sentinel-1A satellite have been used, thus the minimum temporal sampling is
12 days, while the maximum temporal sampling, which is defined by the images availability, is 48 days.
Table 4 shows the list of all the acquisition times of the processed images.

As explained in the introduction, the aim of the procedure is to generate and periodically
update deformation activity maps. With this aim, the dataset has been divided in two parts and
processed separately to produce and compare two versions of the ADA map: version V1 and the
temporally-updated version V2. The temporal windows covered by the two processing iterations and
the number of the processed images are resumed in Table 4: for the first iteration, 51 images covering a
period of around two years have been processed; and, for the second iteration, 42 images covering a
period of one and a half years have been processed, the overlapping period between the two iterations
is one-year long. Furthermore, considering the specific radiometric characteristics of the test-site, using
temporal windows of one and a half years, to be processed each six months (i.e., with an overlapping
period of six months) is the ideal way of generating and updating the maps.

The SRTM Digital Elevation Model provided by NASA has been used to process the interferometric
products [41].
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Table 3. Main characteristics of the processed data.

Satellite Sentinel-1A

Acquisition mode Wide Swath
Period November 2014–March 2017
Minimum revisit period (days) 12
Wavelength (λ) (cm) 5.55
Polarization VV
Full resolution (azimuth/range) (m) 14/4
Multi-look 1 × 5 resolution (azimuth/range) (m) 14/20
Multi-look 2 × 10 resolution (azimuth/range) (m) 28/40
Orbit Descending
Incidence angle of the area of interest 36.47◦–41.85◦

Table 4. List of the acquisition dates of the dataset. The intersection between both periods is in bold.

Image Date Image Date Image Date Image Date

1 5 November 2014 18 8 August 2015 35 28 February 2016 52 13 October 2016
2 17 November 2014 19 20 August 2015 36 11 March 2016 53 25 October 2016
3 29 November 2014 20 1 September 2015 37 23 March 2016 54 6 November 2016
4 11 December 2014 21 13 September 2015 38 4 April 2016 55 18 November 2016
5 23 December 2014 22 25 September 2015 39 16 April 2016 56 30 November 2016
6 4 January 2015 23 7 October 2015 40 28 April 2016 57 12 December 2016
7 16 January 2015 24 19 October 2015 41 10 May 2016 58 24 December 2016
8 28 January 2015 25 31 October 2015 42 22 May 2016 59 5 January 2017
9 9 February 2015 26 12 November 2015 43 3 June 2016 60 17 January 2017

10 21 February 2015 27 24 November 2015 44 15 June 2016 61 29 January 2017
11 5 March 2015 28 6 December 2015 45 9 July 2016 62 22 February 2017
12 17 March 2015 29 18 December 2015 46 21 July 2016 63 6 March 2017
13 29 March 2015 30 30 December 2015 47 2 August 2016 64 18 March 2017
14 9 June 2015 31 11 January 2016 48 14 August 2016
15 3 July 2015 32 23 January 2016 49 7 September 2016
16 15 July 2015 33 4 February 2016 50 19 September 2016
17 27 July 2015 34 16 February 2016 51 1 October 2016

3.2. Deformation Activity Maps

To derive the deformation maps, we have generated a network of 398 interferograms in the first
iteration and 481 interferograms in the second iteration. The maximum temporal baseline used is
156 days. This threshold has been derived by statistical analysis of the coherence with respect to the
temporal baseline. The reference points used for the processing are located in the historical centres
of the three capitals of the islands (Figure 6a): San Sebastián de La Gomera; Santa Cruz de Tenerife;
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria.

Due to the geologic and land cover settings, mainly of sparse vegetation and rocky surfaces,
Canary Islands show a good radar response in terms of coherence. This characteristic results in a
deformation map characterized by both a high coverage of points and a low spatio/temporal noise.
Figure 6 shows the high density of points of the velocity map: only the few zones covered by forest
show absence of points (northern humid flanks of the islands). The noise level of the map (i.e.,
the sensitivity) was estimated as two times the standard deviation of the velocity of all the measured
points and is equal to 4.7 mm/year for both iterations. This value (see Section 2) also represents the
stability threshold, i.e., the value that separates the moving points from the points with no-detected
movement (stable points).

As explained in Section 2, three filters have been applied to the raw deformation map in order to
reduce the spatio-temporal noise and thus to improve the readability and the reliability of the map
measurements. Figure 6 shows the velocity map resulted from the first iteration before and after the
spatial filtering. After the filtering, the number of measured points of the Deformation Activity Map
(DAM) is 1,060,750 for the first iteration and 1,036,328 for the second iteration. The total number of
points identified as non-stable is 2358 in the first iteration and 1859 in the second one, which represents
less than 1% of the total number of measured points.
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Figure 6. The velocity map of the first iteration (V1): before the raw deformation map (a); and after the
filtering (b). The latter one is the final Deformation Activity Map (DAM).

3.3. Active Deformation Areas (ADA) Map

To extract the ADA from the DAM, the methodology shown in Figure 3 and explained in Section 2
has been applied. Figure 7 shows an example of ADA extraction over the Pico Viejo-Teide area, in the
heart of Tenerife Island: only the active PSs are visualized, the red polygons are examples of extracted
ADA (five or more active contiguous PSs), the green polygons highlight the spatial outliers PSs (one or
two active isolated PSs), which are not included in the final DAM, while the orange polygons are active
PSs that are not extracted as ADA (three or four contiguous PSs) but are included in the DAM for a
local scale analysis. Figure 8 shows an example of two extracted ADA, located southeast of Tenerife
(Figure 8a), which are both subsidence phenomena related to the activities of a waste dump. Figure 8b
presents the DAM of the waste deposit area. There are four areas affected by movements, two with
subsidence (red) and two with uplift (blue), both related to the waste dump activities.

Figure 8c shows the two ADA affected with subsidence in Figure 8b. Figure 8d shows the time
series of three PSs located, as indicated in Figure 8c, in one of the two ADA. The area is classified with
both the SNI and the TNI equal to 1, which means that the ADA is characterized by the highest spatial
and temporal quality. It is interesting to note that the SNI method evaluates the spatial noise in terms
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of spatial homogeneity of the ADA temporal evolution and is not affected by the spatial variation
of the deformation magnitude. In this case, for example, the ADA presents very different velocities,
following the subsidence spatial distribution, with the higher deformation rate in the centre of area
(Figure 8c,d, PS-2) and the lower ones in the peripheral zones (PS-1 and PS-3). This subsidence area is
active in both iterations, without a significant change in the mean velocity (less than the sensitivity of
the map): −41.4 mm/year in the first iteration and −40.4 mm/year in the second iteration.

For each ADA, the information resumed in Table 5 is collected, forming the attribute table of
the corresponding polygonal shapefile. This include the velocity class, which allows enhancing the
visualization of the most critical ADA in terms of magnitude of deformation, and the QI class, which
is a fundamental information for the interpretation of the map. An example of ADA map visualization
of both the QI and the velocity class information is presented in Figure 9. In the first iteration, 72 ADA
has been extracted: 69 are localized on Tenerife Island and the other three on Gran Canaria. In the
second iteration, 120 ADA have been detected: 112 are on Tenerife, seven on Gran Canaria and one
on Gomera. In total, 68% of the ADA detected in the first iteration (V1) fall in the QI classes 1 and 2,
while, in the second iteration (V2), the percentage of 1 and 2 QI drops to 43% (see the Total columns
of Table 6). This reflects the higher general noise level of the second version (V2) of the DAM and
ADA maps.

To compare the two iterations, a simple intersection has been performed. Table 7 and Figure 10
summarize the comparison between the two iterations. Table 7 summarizes the global numbers of
both iterations. The total number of detected ADA is 192: 68 of them have QI 1 from which 43 are
present in both iterations (Intersect) and 25 only in one of them (No Intersect). Regarding the last
ones, it is worth noting that, even if they are not in both iterations, they are considered reliable ADA.
The reason an ADA is detected in some iterations, but not in others, can be due to different factors like
the loss of coherence or a different behavior of the phenomenon in different periods.
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area includes the Pico Viejo and Teide craters, the highest elevations on Tenerife Island. Only the 
active PSs are visualized. The red polygons are the extracted ADA and the black numbers are the 
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Figure 7. Example of ADA extraction from the active PSs of the first iteration velocity map (V1).
The area includes the Pico Viejo and Teide craters, the highest elevations on Tenerife Island. Only the
active PSs are visualized. The red polygons are the extracted ADA and the black numbers are the
associated Quality Indexes.
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intersecting ADA have a low QI. This fact can be considered as an indicator of the significance of the 
QI information. Among the intersecting ADA, some of them present a change of the QI: the QI values 
are mainly lower in the second iteration. This is due to the noise level of the DAM, which is slightly 
higher in the second iteration. All but one intersecting ADA are localized on Tenerife. The remaining 
one is localized on Gran Canaria. 
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Lambda WGS84 Geographic Longitude (average of the grouped PSs) ° 
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Figure 8. (a) The ADA V1 map of Tenerife, the blue square highlights the area that is showed in detail
in (b,c); (b) the DAM (velocity map) in correspondence of the blue frame in (a), which is an industrial
landfill area affected by subsidence (red points) and uplift (blue points); (c) two of the extracted ADA
(red polygons) of the landfill subsidence (the uplift ADA are not represented here); and (d) deformation
time series of points PS-1, 2 and 3.

Conversely, the total number of ADA with QI equal to 4 are 69, where the majority (62) have no
intersection between the two iterations. Looking only at the intersecting ADA, 53 out of 66 (80%) falls
in the first and second QI class. Summarizing, the ADA with worst QI (3 or 4) have a low probability to
be detected in more than one iteration because they are highly affected by noise and thus they are less
reliable. This fact is evidenced in Figure 10, where it can be observed that most of the non-intersecting
ADA have a low QI. This fact can be considered as an indicator of the significance of the QI information.
Among the intersecting ADA, some of them present a change of the QI: the QI values are mainly lower
in the second iteration. This is due to the noise level of the DAM, which is slightly higher in the second
iteration. All but one intersecting ADA are localized on Tenerife. The remaining one is localized on
Gran Canaria.

Table 5. The attributes associated to each ADA.

Field Description Units

Join Count Number of unstable points grouped in the hotspot -
Fi WGS84 Geographic Latitude (average of the grouped PSs) ◦

Lambda WGS84 Geographic Longitude (average of the grouped PSs) ◦

E WGS84 UTM zone 32N—East (average of the grouped PSs) m
N WGS84 UTM zone 32N—North (average of the grouped PSs) m
H SRTM Height (average of the grouped PSs) m

Acc. Defo. Accumulated deformation (average of the grouped PSs) mm
Velocity mean Mean velocity of the hotspot (average of the grouped PSs) mm/year

Velo max Maximum velocity of the PSs grouped in the hotspot mm/year
Velo min Minimum velocity of the PSs grouped in the hotspot mm/year

QI Quality index of the ADA -
Class Classification of the hotspots based on the Velo max. -
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Figure 9. ADA map of Tenerife (Iteration 1). Both the QI (colors) and the velocity classes (white 
numbers) are represented. This visualization allows a rapid identification of the most critical and 
reliable deformations. 

  

Figure 9. ADA map of Tenerife (Iteration 1). Both the QI (colors) and the velocity classes (white
numbers) are represented. This visualization allows a rapid identification of the most critical and
reliable deformations.

Table 6. Summary of the ADA extracted in the V1 (left) and V2 (right). In the Total column, the
percentages for each QI class refer to the total number of the detected ADA. The Intersect column refers
to the ADA that are detected in both iterations and the percentages are relative to each QI class. The No
Intersect column refers to the ADA that are not detected in the other iteration and the percentages are
relative to each QI class. In V1, 42% of the ADA are also detected in V2; of this, 80% are classified in
the higher QI class (1). In V2, 31% of the ADA are also detected in V1; of this, 51% are classified in the
higher QI class (1).

V1 V2

Total Intersect No Intersect Total Intersect No Intersect

QI n◦ % n◦ % n◦ % QI n◦ % n◦ % n◦ %

1 36 50% 24 33% 12 17% 1 32 27% 19 16% 13 11%
2 13 18% 3 4% 10 14% 2 19 16% 7 6% 12 10%
3 6 8% 1 1% 5 7% 3 17 14% 5 4% 12 10%
4 17 24% 2 3% 15 21% 4 52 43% 5 4% 47 39%

Total 72 100% 30 42% 42 58% Total 120 100% 37 31% 84 70%
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Table 7. Summary of the detected ADA in both iterations. The Intersection column refers to the ADA
that are detected in both iterations. The No Intersection column refers to the ADA that are detected in
only one iteration. See also Figure 10.

V1 and V2 ADA Summary

QI Class Tot Intersection No Intersection

1 68 43 25
2 32 10 22
3 23 6 17
4 69 7 62

Total 192 66 126
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Canaria (in Spain, Figure 6). The main output of the methodology is the ADA map, which localizes 
only the most important detected active areas, summarizing and simplifying the significant 
information of the areas.  

The methodology can be applied by using as input every type of satellite SAR images. 
Nevertheless, the best performances of the methodology are obtained using Sentinel-1 satellite data. On 
the one hand, S-1 acquires data with a 250 km swath at 4 m by 14 m spatial resolution (full resolution), 
allowing a wide area (regional scale) monitoring. On the other hand, the short revisit time of the S-1, 
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pairs and, together with the regular worldwide acquisition, it highly improves the monitoring 
potentialities. In other words, it allows making long-term monitoring planning throughout. Moreover, 

Figure 10. A representation of Table 7. The blue bars (Intersection) represent, for each QI class, the
percentage of the ADA that have been detected in both the iteration. The red bars represent, for each
QI class, the percentage of the ADA that have been detected in only one iteration. The purple line
represents the QI percent of the total the detected ADA. The graphic shows that the majority (63%) of
the ADA with a high Quality Index (1) are detected in both iterations, while the majority of the ADA
with the lower Quality Index (4) are detected in only one iteration. This confirms the significance of the
QI that permits to detect the noisier and not reliable ADA.

4. Discussion

In this section, some key aspects, as well as the strengths and limitations of the presented
methodology are commented.

The presented methodology is aimed at generating and periodically updating geohazard activity
maps over wide areas, using the satellite Sentinel-1 data. The main challenge is to generate rapidly
and semi-automatically a product to be easily exploited in the geohazard management by the Civil
Protections and the Geological Surveys. The regional scale potentialities of the methodology have been
presented through its application over the three islands of Tenerife, La Gomera and Gran Canaria (in
Spain, Figure 6). The main output of the methodology is the ADA map, which localizes only the most
important detected active areas, summarizing and simplifying the significant information of the areas.

The methodology can be applied by using as input every type of satellite SAR images.
Nevertheless, the best performances of the methodology are obtained using Sentinel-1 satellite data.
On the one hand, S-1 acquires data with a 250 km swath at 4 m by 14 m spatial resolution (full
resolution), allowing a wide area (regional scale) monitoring. On the other hand, the short revisit
time of the S-1, varying 6–12 days depending on the area, reduces the temporal decorrelation of the
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interferometric pairs and, together with the regular worldwide acquisition, it highly improves the
monitoring potentialities. In other words, it allows making long-term monitoring planning throughout.
Moreover, all the Sentinel-1 satellite data are free of charge, improving the long-term sustainability of
the methodology from the point of view of the costs. For a qualitative estimation of the costs in terms
of people and time needed by the methodology application, refer to [33].

The methodology results are influenced by intrinsic limitations of the SAR satellite data.
Apart from the theoretical maximum and minimum measurable deformations, which depend both on
the sensor characteristics and on the revisit time as described in [11], there are two other aspects that
spatially influence the possibility of detecting movements: the acquisition geometry and the coherence.
The last one, for equal acquisition characteristics (sensor and revisit time) and meteorological
conditions, is mainly determined by the land cover. In forested areas, for example, it is very difficult to
obtain reliable PSs, and thus ADA, with the PSI analysis. The geometrical limitation is determined by
the geometry of SAR acquisition with respect to both: (a) the main deformation direction; and (b) the
terrain topography. The InSAR techniques are capable of measuring only the LOS direction component
of the real movement: it measures a percentage of the real movement that is zero if the deformation
direction is perpendicular to the satellite LOS. The terrain topography, with respect to the radar
wave-front angle, causes a slope-dependent ground spatial resolution variation with a consequent
variation in the capability of detecting movement. Two extreme examples are the so-called shadow
zones, where the slope is not seen by the radar beam (no radar visibility), and the foreshortening
zones, where the slope is almost parallel to the wave-front. All those aspects, among others, belong to
a fundamental knowledge background that is necessary for a correct interpretation of a PSI derived
deformation map. As an example, an important aspect to underline is that the presence of “stable”
(green) PSs, does not always means ground stability. In this context, the ADA map, reporting only
the active detected areas (no ADA only means no information), is a strong product that is more easily
read and interpreted by not-expert final users. On the contrary, the interpretation of the Deformation
Activity Map (DAM) is not straightforward and the real scenario can be misinterpreted by non-expert
users. Moreover, the ADA map overcomes the problems of the noisy information and of the huge
amount of measures (millions of points) to be managed, by localizing only the detected areas and
summarizing the most important attributes of each area. Those aspects are fundamental for a regional
scale overview. Nevertheless, the DAM is an important tool that can be used for a more detailed
(local scale) spatio-temporal analysis of each ADA. To partially overcome the geometrical limitations,
a parallel processing of both the ascending and descending datasets is highly recommended, if the
images are available. The double geometry processing allows not only to improve the coverage, but
also to have additional and independent information that is very important for the interpretation of
the deformation phenomena.

An important aspect of the methodology is that it is a reproducible work flow, adaptable to
each case study or final user’s needs. Depending on the site characteristics and on the main target of
the monitoring, specifically the spatial and temporal magnitudes of the expected deformations, the
methodology can be applied by changing for example the DInSAR processing technique, the minimum
number of points to extract the ADA or the stability threshold. In addition, the temporal window
between successive iterations for a regular updating of the ADA map is an aspect that has to be tuned
on the base of the target deformation velocities (e.g., longer periods for slower deformations) and
monitoring aims. For what concerns the temporal window to be processed, we have evaluated that a
minimum of one year and a half is necessary in order to get acceptable results in terms of noise level.

It is worth underlining that the ADA map can be used to periodically update geohazard
inventories and to drive or support the risk management activities. A step forward is the use of
ADA map to rapidly evaluate the impact of the detected deformations on buildings and infrastructures,
as explained in [33].
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5. Conclusions

This paper aims at explaining the implemented methodology to generate and periodically
update Geohazard Activity Maps, over wide areas, using the DInSAR technique and S-1 data.
The methodology has been developed in the framework of the ongoing European ECHO (European
Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations) project Safety, “Sentinel for geohazards regional
monitoring and forecasting”. The aim was to find a way to simplify and summarize the SAR satellite
derivable information in order to be exploited by any not radar-expert final user, specifically by the
Civil Protection Authorities in the risk management activities. The outputs of the methodology are
the Deformation Activity Map (DAM), in terms of velocity map and deformation time series, and the
Active Deformation Areas (ADA) map. The last one is the main product that can be exploited to update
the existing geohazard inventories. All the main steps of the methodology have been explained, starting
from the PSI processing, the raw deformation map filtering to generate the DAM and the subsequent
ADA extraction. Then, a methodology to evaluate the reliability of each ADA has been implemented
and explained: a Quality Index is assigned to each ADA based on the temporal and spatial noise of
its time series. The application and the results of the methodology over the islands of Gran Canaria,
La Gomera and Tenerife (Spain) have been presented and discussed. Two temporally-displaced
iterations have been processed to test the updating potentialities of the ADA map. A total of 72 ADA,
in the first iteration, and 120 ADA, in the second iteration, have been detected over the three islands.
The majority of the ADA that have been detected in both iterations, are classified as highly reliable
according to the QI, demonstrating the significance of the QI information. The results exhibit the
regional scale monitoring potentialities of the methodology.
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Abstract: This work describes the set of tools developed, tested, and put into production in the context
of the H2020 project Multi-scale Observation and Monitoring of Railway Infrastructure Threats
(MOMIT). This project, which ended in 2019, aimed to show how the use of various remote sensing
techniques could help to improve the monitoring of railway infrastructures, such as tracks or bridges,
and thus, consequently, improve the detection of ground instabilities and facilitate their management.
Several lines of work were opened by MOMIT, but the authors of this work concentrated their efforts
in the design of tools to help the detection and identification of ground movements using synthetic
aperture radar interferometry (InSAR) data. The main output of this activity was a set of tools able
to detect the areas labelled active deformation areas (ADA), with the highest deformation rates
and to connect them to a geological or anthropogenic process. ADAtools is the name given to the
aforementioned set of tools. The description of these tools includes the definition of their targets,
inputs, and outputs, as well as details on how the correctness of the applications was checked and
on the benchmarks showing their performance. The ADAtools include the following applications:
ADAfinder, los2hv, ADAclassifier, and THEXfinder. The toolset is targeted at the analysis and
interpretation of InSAR results. Ancillary information supports the semi-automatic interpretation
and classification process. Two real use-cases illustrating this statement are included at the end of
this paper to show the kind of results that may be obtained with the ADAtools.

Keywords: software tools; process automation; ground deformation analysis; ground deformation
classification; InSAR

1. Introduction

The Multi-scale Observation and Monitoring of Railway Infrastructure Threats (MOMIT) project
(see [1] for details) aims to develop and demonstrate a new use of remote sensing techniques for
railway infrastructure monitoring. MOMIT solutions are targeted at supporting the maintenance and
prevention processes within the infrastructure management lifecycle. The overall concept underpinning
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MOMIT is the demonstration of the benefits brought by Earth Observation and Remote Sensing data
to the monitoring of railways networks both in terms of the infrastructure and the surrounding
environment, where activities and phenomena impacting the infrastructure could be present. MOMIT
leverages state-of-the-art techniques in the fields of space-based remote sensing and remotely-piloted
aircraft systems (RPASs) to perform different kinds of analysis thanks to the wide variety of sensors
they may be equipped with.

To achieve its goals, six demonstrators showing how these data and techniques may contribute to
such objectives have being built, namely:

• Ground movements nearby the infrastructure.
• Hydraulic activities nearby the tracks.
• Global supervision for natural hazards.
• Electrical system monitoring.
• Civil engineering structures monitoring.
• Safety monitoring.

The Division of Geomatics of the Centre Tecnològic de Telecomunicacions de Catalunya (CTTC)
took care of building some of the components integrating the first demonstrator, whose objectives are
detailed in [1]. The University of Alicante (UA) mainly defined the methodology used in the first
demonstrator, supported CTTC in the tuning of the software, and applied the tools developed in
several case studies. The goal most relevant to the work presented here is to introduce the ADAtools,
a set of software components targeted at the detection and interpretation of active deformation areas
(ADA) using displacement maps created by means of persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI) method.

Several PSI approaches have been developed in the last twenty years; a review of them is provided
in [2]. The basic concept behind the PSI techniques is to collect a stack of several synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) images for the same area, with very similar acquisition angles; these images are later
processed to detect the so-called persistent scatterers (PS), which are artificial and natural structures
that show interferometric coherence over the time; through advanced data processing, it is possible to
determine the displacement time series (TS) of the detected PS. PSI results have been applied for several
applications at different working scales, ranging from wide-area processing at national level [3,4] to
single infrastructures monitoring [5–7]. PSI is widely accepted as a reliable tool for the precise measure
of a variety of geohazards, including landslides [8–10], natural and anthropogenic subsidence [11–13],
sinkholes [14–16], earthquakes [17–19], and volcanoes [20–22]. Nowadays, the increasing number of
PSI applications and the tendency to process wide areas with millions of measurement points require
the definition of reliable semi-automatic and automatic tools to ease the analysis and interpretation of
the PSI results [23,24].

This paper describes in depth a set of tools for PSI data analysis and interpretation developed
at CTTC, the so called ADAtools. The package is composed of 4 modules, namely, ADAfinder,
ADAclassifier, THEXfinder, and los2hv [25]. The main goal of such applications is a semi-automatic
extraction and preliminary interpretation of the areas affected by deformation detected by the PSI
technique. The goal is to update and assess the activity of phenomena related to geohazards
(volcanic activity, landslides, or ground subsidence, among other phenomena) or human activities
of a given area. The first one, ADAfinder, is a tool dedicated to the detection of the ADA, extracted
from a PSI-derived displacement map. ADAclassifier and THEXfinder go a step beyond ADAfinder,
trying to classify the kind of deformation process undergone by the ADA, and trying to answer the
question: is the detected deformation process a landslide, a sinkhole, or something else? Finally, los2hv
computes the East-West horizontal and vertical components of the movement measured along the
satellite’s line of sight (LOS). The East-West horizontal component of motion is also one of the inputs
for the ADAclassifier.

Finally, but no less important, it is worth noting that although the development of these tools was
motivated by the needs of the MOMIT project, the applications described in the next sections are not
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limited to this purpose. On the contrary, these may be used to track deformation processes occurring
anywhere, as is shown by the real use-cases proposed in Section 7.

2. ADAtools

The four tools presented in this paper rely in preexisting methodologies, i.e., these applications
have automated a set of procedures that already existed and were executed manually, step by step,
using Geographic Information System (GIS) tools.

In the case of ADAfinder, the methodology to perform the identification and assessment of ADA
was presented in [26,27] back in 2017 and 2019, respectively. In these works, the authors explain in
detail the procedure to identify the active deformation areas and to assess their quality. The input is a
set of persistent scatterers(PS; or “the points”) covering the area to analyze. Each ADA is then defined
on the basis of the location and density of PS, depending on some thresholds as the minimum number
of points making an ADA or the area of influence of each PS. A quality index describing the noise
level and the consistency of the displacement time series of the PS forming each ADA is calculated as
well. The concept of ADA has been exploited to estimate geohazard-related risk (mainly landslides) in
different European environments (see [28–30]). It is worth underlying that the ADA extraction does
not overcome the intrinsic limitations of the PSI technique: ADAfinder extracts what PSI technique
can detect. As an example, the absence of ADA does not necessarily mean no-deformation; it could be
absence of deformation as well as a not-detectable movement due to an unfavorable geometry [31] or
absence of information for low coherence (noisy area).

ADAclassifier and THEXfinder rely on a methodology developed by the UA that is under constant
research; although it is mature enough to be automated, which eases the experimentation process and
helps to improve the methodology itself. The task of ADAclassifier and THEXfinder is to identify
the kind of geological or anthropogenic process motivating the presence of ADA. Up to six different
phenomena (see Section 2.2) are probed to obtain an estimation of the causes motivating the ground
deformation; these are landslides, sinkholes, subsidence, constructive settlements, expansive soils,
and thermal phenomena. ADAclassifier takes care of the first four, while THEXfinder is responsible
for the last two. For more details about the methodology on which these two tools rely, see [32].

Finally, los2hv computes the East-West horizontal and vertical components of the ground
displacement measured with PSI along the satellite’s LOS (the horizontal component is one of the
inputs needed by ADAclassifier). los2hv performs a tessellation of the area of interest to obtain an
averaged result for each of the resulting tiles. Such an approach means that overcoming the strict
requirement stating that data from ascending and descending orbits are necessary to perform such
decomposition of the movement; treating the PS in the same tile as a single coarser point makes possible
to obtain an averaged but still useful value for the purposes of ADAclassifier. See Section 2.3 and [32]
for a detailed description of this tool. As stated above, the aforesaid procedures usually rely on the
heavy use of GIS tools and the expertise of the operator; the number of steps these procedures consist
of makes them time-consuming, error-prone processes, which entails the need for qualified personnel.

The goals of the ADAtools package are: (1) to automate the respective procedures and to limit
unnecessary human errors; (2) to reduce the time needed to identify and pre-classify the ADA, thus
opening the door to more frequent updates and analyses; and (3) to reduce the expertise required to
obtain such results, making possible to integrate the process in a semi-automated production workflow,
if necessary.

2.1. ADAfinder

This application, based on the methodology explained in [26], is used to identify the main
areas where a displacement has been measured by the PSI processing, squeezing the information
contained in the input deformation map and assessing the quality of the time series information
(i.e., spatial-temporal noise) of each ADA. Additionally, ADAfinder includes the option to filter the
input displacement map from the isolated or potential outlier PS. We refer to [26] for more details on
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the quality assessment and the outlier filtering methods. This tool allows the amount of data to be
managed in terms of both hardware space and computational time to be reduced.

As inputs, ADAfinder requires:

• An ESRI shapefile containing the PS that will be used by the detection algorithm. Besides their
coordinates, ADAfinder needs some attributes defining the PS; their average velocity expressed in
mm/yr, and the deformation time series measuring the movements undergone by these.

• Optionally, the user can upload a polygon to resize the area of interest. All PS in the input shapefile
are considered when such a polygon is not provided.

• A set of parameters defined by the methodology described in [26] (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The graphical user interface (GUI) version of the ADAfinder tool.

The outputs are two ESRI shapefiles, the first containing the polygons defining the boundaries of
the ADA; the second including the set of filtered PS. For what concerns the PS output, ADAfinder
allows choosing between two different options, depending on the user necessities. The output can
include all the filtered PS of the area of interest or only the ones included in the extracted ADA.

Figure 1 depicts the graphical user interface (GUI) version of the ADAfinder tool. Note that some
of the values to be provided by the user are already set; the reason is that the tool loads a default
options file (see Section 3.3 for details on options files) that serves two purposes: providing some hints
to the user about the values of some parameters and saving time spent in typing many of them when
working in the same project. The default options file may be changed by the user, to adjust the defaults
to their preferences at any time. Finally, the user may also save a set of options differing from those
included in the default in a separate options file that later may be loaded as many times as needed.

It is worth remarking that the output ADA shapefile includes among its attributes the results of
the quality assessment of the PS displacement TS in terms of both spatial and temporal noise, based
on simple statistical analysis of the TS within each ADA [3]. Such assessment is represented by a
four-level classification of TS reliability of the extracted ADA, where 1 means “very reliable”, 2 means
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“reliable” but an analysis of the TS is suggested, 3 means “not so reliable”, i.e., a deeper analysis of the
TS is necessary, and 4 means “not reliable”. Figure 2 shows some ADA; their colors map the four levels
just mentioned.

Figure 2. An example of the output of ADAfinder in the coastal area of Granada (S Spain). Colors are
used to show the quality of the time series (TS) information according to the quality index attribute in
the output shapefile. Red: “very reliable”, orange: “reliable”, lime-green: “not so reliable” and purple:
“not reliable”.

For a detailed description of the ADAfinder tool, please refer to its user guide [33].

2.2. ADAclassifier and THEXfinder

These tools try to determine the kind(s) of deformation process(es) undergone by the terrain.
Up to six different kinds of deformation phenomena are detected. The ones analyzed by

ADAclassifier are landslides, sinkholes, land subsidence, and constructive or consolidation settlements.
THEXfinder takes care of the identification of deformation processes due to expansive soils and
temperature effects. A different algorithm (or sub-methodology) has been devised for each of these.
Figure 3 depicts the workflow of the algorithms implemented by ADAclassifier to detect the four
aforementioned phenomena.

ADAclassifier and THEXfinder need a substantial number of inputs. For ADAclassifier these are:

• The ADA and PS files created by ADAfinder (see Section 2.1). Strictly speaking, these files do not
need to be created by ADAfinder; any other tool or manual process identifying ADA may be used
instead. However, the set of attributes included in the attribute table of the shapefiles must match
those required by ADAclassifier –attributes that ADAfinder does include in its output.

• A digital terrain model (DTM), to compute slopes.
• A series of polygon vector maps (inventories from now on,) in the form of ESRI shapefiles, to check

whether an ADA has already been catalogued as belonging to any of the four aforesaid deformation
processes. The required inventories are those for landslides, sinkholes, land subsidence, and
infrastructures. A geologic map (another polygon vector map) is also needed. In this last case, a
read-map file defining how the inventory is structured is also needed to point to the attributes
stating the kind of soil covered by each polygon in the inventory. See Section 3.4 for a detailed
description about the so-called read-map files.

• An ESRI (polygon) shapefile storing the horizontal component of the movement for the study
area. This is the output of los2hv (see Section 2.3 for details).

• The set of parameters—typically thresholds—needed by the different algorithms in charge of the
classification processes must be supplied. Examples of such parameters are slopes, determination
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coefficients to state whether some statistical check is positive, or the minimum percentage of
overlap of an ADA and the polygons in some inventory to consider that they do intersect. These
thresholds appear as Th1 to Th11 in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Sketch of the algorithms of ADAclassifier, modified from [4]. Note that the Th1–Th11 labels
in the diagram correspond to some thresholds described in detail in the ADAclassifier user guide [34].

The output of ADAclassifier is another file with ADA, where the attribute table has been extended
to include four additional fields. Each of them states the probability that the ADA belongs to the
corresponding deformation process. This is so because all of the detection algorithms are applied
to each ADA. Consequently, and although it could be considered incongruous, some ADA might
be classified as positives in more than one deformation process. This is due to the fact that the
ADAclassifier is making a most probable cause analysis.
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Four levels of certainty are defined by the methodology: “it is an X”, “it could be an X”, “it is
not an X” and “unable to check whether it is an X”, where “X” stands for any of the four deformation
detection processes executed by ADAclassifier; for instance, when talking about landslides, “it is a
landslide” would be one of the values of the corresponding attribute.

Note that one of the four values is “unable to check whether it is an X”. This is because
ADAclassifier may decide not to apply one or more of the four detection processes because of the lack
of data. As stated above, a noticeable number of inputs is required. Just the inventory files already
amount to five. Taking also into account the DTM and the horizontal components of the movement,
it is easy to realize that in many cases the full set of files will not be available.

To limit this common problem, ADAclassifier makes almost every input file optional (this includes
the DTM, the inventories, and the horizontal components). Each time the application is run, it analyzes
the dependencies of each sub-algorithm and decides which of these may be executed as a function of
the inputs provided by the user. Consequently, it is necessary to add the “unable to check whether it is
an X” value as one of the possible outputs of each classification process.

Note that this behavior makes the tool much more flexible: while concentrating the detection
of four deformation processes in a single application, it may be used to check just only one of these,
just providing the available set of data for the target deformation process.

Figures 4 and 5 depict the GUI of the ADAclassifier tool; the first one shows the options tab where
the set of thresholds controlling the application are set; in the second one the list of (mostly optional)
files may be appreciated.

Figure 4. The ADAclassifier GUI (options tab).

As it happens with ADAfinder (and with los2hv too), a default options file may be set by the user
to load a predefined set of threshold values. It is also possible to save/load option files created by the
user. The ADAclassifier tool is fully described in its user guide [34].

THEXfinder, the second classification tool, does not work in the same way that ADAclassifier does.
ADAclassifier takes the output of ADAfinder as input, i.e., it deals with ADA that have already been
identified; starting here, it checks whether these ADA correspond to one or more deformation processes.

On the contrary, THEXfinder performs both tasks, that is: (a) identifying the ADA themselves
(thus ignoring ADAfinder); and later (b) running the checks targeted at classifying such ADA either as
expansive soils or thermal effects.
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Figure 5. The ADAclassifier GUI (files tab).

In fact, the first version of the toolset did not include THEXfinder as a separate tool. Instead,
ADAclassifier was responsible for detecting not the current four, but the whole set of six deformation
phenomena, including the two for which THEXfinder is now responsible. The availability of the first
version of ADAclassifier made possible to attempt to classify ADA much faster, thus obtaining results
more easily. Because of this extra abundance of output data, it was discovered that the mechanism to
identify ADA used by ADAfinder was not appropriate when the phenomena to track were expansive
soils or thermal effects. Therefore, the detection of these phenomena was removed from ADAclassifier
and THEXfinder was created, implementing an appropriate detection mechanism for this kind of ADA
together with the classification algorithms themselves. This means that THEXfinder identifies and
classifies ADA in a single process.

The inputs for THEXfinder are the following:

• The original set of PS files as well as the read-map file defining the structure of the PSI file
(see Section 3.4). Note that, in this case, the tool starts from the original PSI data set, not from the
ADA. See the discussion above.

• An optional polygon defining the area of interest (shapefile).
• Optional ESRI shapefiles representing the infrastructures (buildings, bridges, etc.) and geologic

inventories. In the case of the geologic map, an extra read-map file is also required.
• The parameters (thresholds) controlling the behavior of the application.

There are up to four output files, two for the expansive soils’ analysis and two more for the
thermal expansion case. Each set contains one file with the ADA and another one with the points
inside these ADA.

From the structural standpoint, the output files with ADA are almost identical to those created
by ADAclassifier; practically, the whole set of attributes is identical. The only difference is that
ADAclassifier includes a set of four fields to state the probability of an ADA matching each of
the deformation processes tested, while the files created by THEXfinder contains only one of these
fields per file. This is so because the ADA files created by THEXfinder correspond to just a single
deformation process.

In the same line that ADAclassifier, THEXfinder will only try to check whether an ADA corresponds
to some deformation process when all the input files required to do it exist. This is the reason why
most of the input (and output) files are optional, making the tool more flexible.

Figures 6 and 7 show the interface of the THEXfinder application.
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Figure 6. The THEXfinder GUI (options tab).

Figure 7. The THEXfinder GUI (files tab).

2.3. Los2hv

The los2hv tool is targeted at the computation of the separate East-West horizontal and vertical
components of the ground displacement measured with PSI along the satellite’s LOS. These components
are inputs required by ADAclassifier to execute some of the classification algorithms it implements.
Both ascending and descending datasets are required.

The tool accepts (input) and produces (output) ESRI shapefiles for compatibility reasons. On output,
los2hv creates two files, to store, respectively, the East-West horizontal and vertical components of the
movement as observed along the LOS. It should be clarified that North–South displacements are not
calculated since, due to the nearly North–South orbit direction of SAR satellites, InSAR is insensitive to
this displacement component [35]. It is noteworthy that this limitation is associated with the InSAR
information itself instead of the los2hv tool.
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Figure 8 shows the GUI of los2hv. As usual, the values shown are obtained from a default options
file; also, the user may save/load their own options very easily.

Figure 8. los2hv GUI.

los2hv performs a tessellation of the whole area covered by the PS included in the two input files.
The size of the tesserae (grid spacing) is decided by the user. Consequently, each PS belongs just to one
of the resulting tesserae.

There may be tesserae where: (1) there are no PS; (2) there are only PS from the ascending input
file; (3) there are only PS from the descending input file; and finally (4) there are PS from both input
files (see Figure 9). For those tesserae of type (4), the ground movement is averaged using the values of
all the PS included in the tile. The resulting amount, measured along the LOS, is then converted to
East-West horizontal and vertical components according to the formulae described in [36]. The value
of the East-West horizontal and vertical components of the ground movement corresponds now to the
whole area covered by the tile where the points involved in the computation where located.

Figure 9. los2v: tesserae and ascending and descending persistent scatterers (PS). The white points
represent the PS in ascending orbit; the red points the PS in descending orbit. Source: [25].
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These values are saved to the corresponding output files. Note that the user may select to store
points (centroids of the tesserae with data) or polygons (more precisely, squares, the boundaries of the
tesserae). The second kind of output (squares) is the one used by ADAclassifier. The centroid output is
provided for whatever other purposes.

Please refer to the complete user guide of the los2hv tool [37] for more information.

3. Implementation and Integration

3.1. The Language of Choice

The toolset has been implemented in C++ to boost performance. The ADAfinder tool, for instance,
may need a sensible amount of resources when working with large datasets (see Section 5 for details on
performance of the whole toolset). Therefore, the use of a compiled (not interpreted) language was of
capital importance. Other popular languages, as Python, have been avoided precisely for this reason,
despite their popularity.

Although developed using the C++ compiler included in Microsoft’s Visual Studio, special
precautions have been taken to make the source code portable, particularly for the most popular C++

compiler used in the Linux operating system, gcc. The use of Qt (see below) is also a factor contributing
to the portability of the code.

Several open source libraries were used to implement the toolset. These are:

• Qt (see [38]). Although it has been used with several purposes in mind, the main target was to
guarantee portability. Since the applications have a GUI, it was very important that such GUI was
built using a portable library to avoid the need to write different code for each of the platforms
which these tools are targeted at (at least Windows and Linux). Qt is a framework that guarantees
such portability; in fact, developing cross-platform applications is its motto.

• Shapelib. This library is a very convenient tool to read and write ESRI shapefiles. See [39] for
further details.

• Clipper. A library available for the Delphi, C, C+++ and Python, used for clipping and offsetting
lines and polygons. For a complete description of this library, please refer to [40].

• Dlib [41] and Eigen [42] to implement some mathematical algorithms required by the detection
processed included ADAclassifier and THEXfinder, such as curve or plane fitting.

3.2. The Three Incarnations

The tools described in this paper may be used in several quite different work environments.
For instance, a user could use the ADAfinder application repeatedly to play with the parameters
controlling the algorithm and then decide what would be the best strategy to identify the ADA in
some area. This would imply the use of an ergonomic tool, where changing such parameters should be
extremely easy and proof safe. On the contrary, once such parameters have been found, ADAfinder
could be used routinely, with no human intervention, to detect ADA as one more step in an automated
batch process. In this case, the parameters would be mostly the same for the whole dataset, and there
would need to change only a few of them. There are other situations where the detection of ADA
could be seen as a part of a much bigger process, being thus interesting to be able to embed the logic
implemented in ADAfinder (or in any of the other tools) in another application.

These are the reasons why each of the applications described in Section 2 are available in three
different flavors or incarnations:

• As a C++ class (one for each application) in a library. Third party (C++) software willing to
embed the logic of ADAfinder, ADAclassifier, THEXfinder, or los2hv as a black box only needs to
instantiate the corresponding class. Thus, embedding the necessary logic to be able to identify or
classify ADA or to compute the horizontal components of the movement is just one procedure
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call away. Only software components developed in C++ will be able to integrate the logic in the
library, since no bindings for other languages have been developed.

• As a command-line utility. This makes possible to integrate these tools in batch workflows,
since no human intervention is required to run them. See Section 3.3 for details on options files,
the mechanism used to obtain the information controlling the behavior of the applications.

• As an application featuring a GUI. This flavor is the best one for experimenting because of its ease
of use. GUI-based applications, however, cannot be integrated in batch workflows.

There also exist pluggable versions of the three applications for the Quantum GIS (QGIS) version
2 tool. These plugins just call the GUI versions of the toolset thus avoiding the need to quit the GIS
environment when running any of its applications. The tools are connected by means of some glue
code written in this case in Python; since this is the unique choice when working with QGIS. Note that
the plugins have not been yet migrated to QGIS 3 due to the changes affecting how this kind of software
must be built for the latest version of this tool.

It is worth remarking that the command-line and GUI versions of the applications are just
interfaces calling the classes in the library that actually implement the logic of the tools. This approach
allows for a simplified maintenance process; the logic is concentrated in just one place, no matter how
this logic is used (library, console or GUI application). Changing the classes implies an immediate
update in the three flavors of each application.

3.3. Option Files

Both the command-line and GUI incarnations of the applications in the toolset rely on option files
to retrieve the information defining how to behave; this includes input or output files and thresholds
controlling some condition, among other data. Note that this is so for the GUI-based tools too; in fact,
the GUI is just a mechanism to fill the gaps in an option file template, the so-called defaults files.
This simplifies the design of the classes implementing the logic, since only one interface (the option file)
needs to be taken care of. The command-line incarnations of the three tools have a single parameter:
the name of the options file with the program’s parameters. The option files used by the toolset
are uncomplicated, plain text files including couples of labels and values. Comments to clarify the
purpose of each of these couples may be included just by adding a leading “#” character preceding
the descriptive text. Figure 10 depicts a real, quite self-descriptive options file used to control the
los2hv application.

3.4. Real-Life Shapefiles: Read-Map Files

ESRI shapefiles, although standardized, may include variable sets of attributes. Even when a
shapefile includes the full set of attributes needed by a tool (for instance, the x and y coordinates as
well as the velocity and the deformation time series in the case of ADAfinder), they may appear in
different columns of the attribute (.dbf) file. This usually depends on the provider of the files.

This variability might become a serious problem, since the input module should be adapted for
each kind of shapefile to process.

The solution to avoid this problem are the “read-map files” defining how the relevant attributes in
a shapefile are organized. Of course, the attributes needed by the tools to work properly must always
be present in the files, but thanks to these read-map files it is possible to deal with changes in the
positions where these appear.

Thus, a read-map file is just an extra options file (see Section 3.3) where, by means of couples of
labels and values, the positions of the attributes on which each tool rely are specified. Figure 11 is an
example of an ADAfinder read-map file for the input PS.
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Figure 10. A real example of a los2hv options file.

Figure 11. Example of an input shapefile read-map plain text file.
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The meaning of the pairs or labels and values in Figure 11 is the following:

• the x-coordinate of the PS must be read from column 5 in the .dbf file,
• the column to read to obtain the y-coordinate is the sixth one,
• the velocity may be found in column number 9 and, finally,
• the set of values making the time series start at column number 11 and there is a total of 50 of

these values.

Obviously, if a shapefile with input PS is organized in a different manner, the values in the example
above must be changed to match the actual positions where the fields of interest lie.

Note how such a simple mechanism makes the toolset much more flexible and able to deal with
real-life datasets.

4. Quality Assurance

Prior to the delivery of the tools to the MOMIT consortium, these went through a rigorous testing
process to guarantee that they worked correctly. Note that both a test plan and a test report concerning
the whole toolset are described, respectively, in [43,44]. There, the full details on how testing was
devised and took place are provided. However, and for the sake of completeness, the next sections
briefly present the most relevant steps taken to guarantee the quality of the code.

Note, however, that the tests described in this section do not include THEXfinder as the independent
application that it is now. This is so because the testing process took place before ADAclassifier was
split in two (see Section 2.2). Consequently, only ADAclassifier, and not THEXfinder, was tested.

This apparently poses a question about the validity of the tests related to ADAclassifier, since
it took care of classifying two extra phenomena (expansivity, thermal effects) that should not be
implemented by this tool. The problem is caused by the mechanism used by ADAfinder to identify
the ADA. It has been said (see Section 2.2) that such an algorithm is not appropriate to find ADA that
are the result of expansivity or thermal phenomena. Therefore, if ADA affected by these phenomena
cannot be properly identified by ADAfinder, it will be impossible for ADAclassifier to catalogue
these properly.

Although this is essentially true, the tests applied to ADAclassifier where synthetic ones (see the
description of the tests for ADAclassifier later in this section). Data were prepared in such a way that
it was possible to predict the results of testing the six kinds of phenomena, assuming that ADA had
been properly identified before. Consequently, the problem related to the appropriate identification of
ADA did not invalidate the tests for ADAclassifier. This makes the tests for the specific algorithms
for the identification of expansivity and thermal effects valid, since these were executed using correct
(although synthetic) input data. This means that the results that were considered correct at that moment
are still valid, including the two specific cases for which now THEXfinder is responsible.

THEXfinder has not been fully checked yet, however. From the discussion above it should be
clear that the specific algorithms to diagnose expansivity or thermal effects are correct, since these were
checked as components of ADAclassifier; nevertheless, the procedure used by THEXfinder to detect
(not classify) ADA has not been rigorously tested yet. This is also the reason why performance results
for this tool are not given in Section 5.

Going back to the tests themselves, in the case of ADAfinder, a manual methodology had been
used for some time in GIS environments when this tool was developed, so datasets including both
inputs and outputs were available. Therefore, the tests consisted essentially of comparing the results
of the manual procedure with those created by the tool.

A mechanism to quickly compare the results produced by the manual and automated solutions
was devised. From the numerical standpoint, it basically consisted of exporting the values of the
attributes to check for both outputs (manual and automated), sorting these to easily match the attributes
in each file and then computing the differences of their values, which, in all cases, were under the
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threshold set by the precision of the typical 8-byte IEEE 754 double (around the 15th decimal position).
This means that the results (for instance, the coordinates of the output points) were equivalent.

To check the correctness of the algorithm, two kinds of tests were performed. Firstly, the values
of the attributes standing the level of certainty were checked for absolute equality, since these were
represented by integer (non-floating point) magnitudes. Then, the number of ADA and their contents
were also checked. This means that both the manual and automated algorithm had to identify the same
number of ADA and that the set of points included in each of them had to be the same. Both numerical
and correctness tests were passed satisfactorily.

The situation for ADAclassifier and los2hv was different; no previous results existed, so no reliable
dataset to compare their outputs was at hand. The approach, therefore, was to create synthetic datasets
for both applications. The rationale behind the way these datasets were created was to organize the
information in easily identifiable geometric patterns, so, when combined, the area(s) where positive
results were obtained was (were) also predictable.

For instance, and to check the landslides algorithm in the ADAclassifier application, all ADA
were created as identical square-shaped polygons containing a regular grid of 5×5 PS. These ADA
were distributed in a 24×24 checkerboard pattern (see Figure 12a); the horizontal components of the
movement were distributed in 4 adjacent vertical stripes covering 6×24 ADA each. A known value
for each of them was set (respectively, from left to right, 0, 10, 20, and 30 mm/year). This is shown in
Figure 12b. Other easily identifiable patterns were used for the rest of input files; such as the values of
the slopes in the DTM.

Figure 12. ADAclassifier: synthetic dataset samples. (a) represents the checkerboard pattern for ADA,
while (b) shows the stripes with values for the horizontal components of the movement. The green
rectangle in (c) depicts the area where positive results for the landslides algorithm should be expected
since there the conditions set by the algorithms are satisfied. Source: [25].
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Then, for example, if the landslide algorithm imposes that the value of the horizontal component
of the movement must be higher than 25 mm/year, then only the rightmost column made of 6 × 24 ADA
will meet the requirement. This may be seen in Figure 12c where the ADA and the horizontal
components of the movement (Figure 12a,b) have been overlapped.

A similar setup was used to check the los2hv application. In this case, the area to test was
tessellated using a 7 × 7 grid. There, two groups of PS belonging to the ascending and descending
datasets were arranged in alternate rows and columns so only in a well-known subset or the tiles
defined by the checkerboard of PS coming from both datasets would coincide. See Figure 13 for a
graphical depiction of this setup. There, the tiles surrounded by a green square are the only ones
containing both ascending and descending PS and therefore the unique places where the horizontal
and vertical components of the movement may be computed by los2hv.

Figure 13. Synthetic dataset for los2hv. The green tiles are the only ones where both ascending and
descending PS exist, and therefore, the unique areas where the horizontal component of the movement
may be computed.

Known values were set for the velocity (va and vd for ascending and descending datasets
respectively, see again Figure 13) and the (ascending/descending) deformation time series (defa and
defd) for each PS were assigned. This made possible to compute manually (and easily) the results that
should be expected from los2hv and thus validate its correctness.

5. Performance Evaluation

Only one of the applications developed and tested, ADAfinder, relies on a procedure for which
previous results already existed. Therefore, it was the only one for which a performance reference
was available for comparisons. Since such a procedure was executed manually (a series of steps
performed by an operator using the tools offered by a GIS), a noticeable improvement of performance
was expected due to automation.

There were no performance references for los2hv and ADAclassifier (Section 4 explains that
when the tests took place, ADAclassifier took care of the detection of expansivity and thermal effects.
Now, these two algorithms have been moved to THEXfinder. This implies that the performance results
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given for ADAclassifier in [44] are, actually, pessimistic, since these include the time needed to check
two extra phenomena that now are not the responsibility of this tool.), so no specific expectations
about performance improvements existed. All tests took place using a computer with the following
characteristics: Windows 10 64-bit, Intel Core i5-5300U @ 2.3 GHz, 2 cores, 4 threads, 8 Gb RAM,
500 Gb magnetic (non-SSD) hard disk. Table 1 shows the performance of three of these tools.

Table 1. Performance of the toolset.

Tool. Dataset Time (s)

ADAfinder 20,351 PS 2
ADAfinder 926,916 PS 179

los2hv
2 (ascending, descending) × 135

PS.
Grid: 7 × 7 tesserae

55

ADAclassifier

144 ADA, 3600 PS
Between 4 - 8 polygons per

inventory
DTM with 14411441 z values

125

Note that there are no performance results for THEXfinder yet; this tool has not been fully tested at the moment
this work was published. Note as well that in the case of ADAclassifier, the process includes the identification of
the whole set of deformation phenomena (that is, the test covers all the possible classification processes available).
Testing for fewer options will reduce the time needed to process data.

6. Availability

Although the authors are not yet ready to offer the set of tools described herein as an open
source project, it is possible to obtain, strictly on demand, a free, executable version (Windows) of
ADAfinder, ADAclassifier, THEXfinder, and los2hv directly from the authors, for both commercial and
non-commercial purposes. Please, contact the first author of this work for more details.

7. Real Test Cases

In this section two case studies are shown to illustrate the tools presented above. Unfortunately,
THEXfinder has not been applied to these areas, since this tool has not been fully tested yet (see Section 5).
In the near future, a new paper will deal with THEXfinder applied to some area of interest.

The first case, which has been processed and studied in the framework of the RISKCOAST project
(SOE3/P4/E0868), is an area of around 100 km2 located in the coastal area of the province of Granada, in
southern Spain (Andalusia), including Salobreña and Motril towns. For this test site a limited number
of auxiliary data were available for the classification analysis. The second area, for which most of the
optional information for ADAclassifier was available, is located in southeastern Italy, between Tropea
and Zaccanopoli, in the Calabrian coast of the province of Vibo Valentia, and extends for 12 km2.

Figure 14 depicts the location of these two test areas.
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Figure 14. (a) Location of the real test cases in the province of Granada (Spain) and Vibo Valentia
(Calabria, Italy); (b) Detail of the test area located in the Granada coast. (c) Test site of Vibo Valentia;
and (d) Detail of the test area of Vibo Valentia.

7.1. Southern Spain

7.1.1. Input Data

The InSAR-derived displacement map, which is the main input of the ADAfinder, has been
generated applying the PSIG approach using the processing tools developed from the Geomatic
Division of CTTC. The processing allowed the annual velocity and the displacement time series to be
estimated; refer to [45] for more details on the PSI processing. A set of 138 images acquired by C-band
Sentinel-1 satellites (developed by ESA for the Copernicus Programme), in ascending geometry and
Wide Swath acquisition mode, has been processed at full resolution covering the period from March
2015 to September 2018. The resolution of Sentinel-1 data is approximately 4 × 14 m2 and the temporal
sampling is 6 days. The auxiliary data used for the ADAclassifier are: (1) the digital terrain model
of the project PNOA-LIDAR (from the National Center of Geographic Information; CNIG) with a
resolution cell of 5 m, (2) the geologic map from the Instituto de Estadística y Cartografía de Andalucía,
at 1:400.000 scale; (3) the cadastral data from the Spanish General Directorate for Cadaster to select
the urbanized and construction areas; and (4) the Corine Land Cover 2018 to complete the cadastral
inventory information about structure and infrastructure areas.

7.1.2. Results

The input shapefile (PSI displacement map) for the ADAfinder includes 61,802 measured points.
From this map a total number of 82 ADA have been extracted, where 32 have QI = 1, 20 have QI = 2, 13
have QI = 3 and 17 QI = 4 (Figure 2). The QI class allows the user to easily understand the noise level
(i.e., the reliability) of the displacement time series (TS) within each extracted ADA. Based on the QI
classification we have decided to be more restrictive by selecting only the ADA with higher reliability
of TS information (QI equal to 1 or 2, for a total of 53 ADA) for the ADAclassifier, where the decision
of whether or not the ADA is a potential settlement is based on the mean TS trend. For the output
classification (Figure 15 below and Table 2 on page 22), we want to underline that very few auxiliary
data have been selected as input. For example, no landslide or subsidence inventories have been used,
nor the horizontal-vertical decomposition was available (we have worked with only the ascending
geometry of acquisition). For this reason, for both landslide and subsidence phenomena, only results
tagged as “potential” will be possible at most. The minimum slope angle to be a potential landslide
has been set to 5 degrees, while the maximum slope angle to be a potential subsidence has been set to
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10 degrees. We remind that the considered slope is the mean slope value within the ADA. The different
slope thresholds allow a double classification of the ADA that are at the limit between the 2 potential
phenomena. Moreover, an ADA is classified as potential subsidence only if it lays on a quaternary
lithology. For what concerns the consolidation settlement due to new constructions, 6 ADA have been
classified as settlement due to the clear inverse exponential trend of the mean TS and the intersection
with polygons related to infrastructures and urban areas. One ADA has been classified as potential
settlement because it presents an inverse exponential trend, but it does not intersect with any polygon
of the cadastral inventory. Among the settlement ADA, 5 lay on the recently built A-7 railway and one
on a building close to the port of Motril; both structures were built between 2014 and 2015. For the
ADA classified as potential landslides, some of them are already known slope instabilities affecting the
coast of Granada [46–48], in this test area movements affecting the urbanizations of Los Almendros
and Alfamar are included.

Figure 15. Classification of ADA in the study area located in the South of Spain (province of Granada,
Andalucía).

We consider that a multiple classification of the same ADA lets the final user know that the
detected movement is a complex case. For example, the ADA classified as both potential settlement
and landslide needs to be further analyzed, as it could be a landslide movement that has been stabilized
(causing the inverse exponential trend), or a settlement due to a construction not yet inventoried.
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Table 2. Summary of ADA extracted with QI < 3 and classified in the test areas.

Dataset
#

ADA
# Active PS Area ADA (m2) Landslide Subsidence Settlement Sinkhole

Avg Min Max Avg Min Max C P N C P N C P N C P N
Southern Spain

ASC 53 19 5 255 13,216 3620 134,852 0 41 12 0 17 36 6 1 46 0 0 35
Southeast Italy

ASC 38 8 5 23 92.2 52.0 312.3 7 6 25 0 14 24 2 0 36 0 0 38
DESC 133 11 5 97 124.8 51.4 704.8 66 20 47 0 28 105 13 0 120 0 0 133

TOTAL 73 26 72 0 42 129 15 0 156 0 0 171

7.2. Southeastern Italy

7.2.1. Input data

In this case, the InSAR-derived deformation maps were obtained using the Persistent Scatter Pairs
approach (PSP, [49]). The processing involved three COSMO-SkyMed Stripmap frames, one ascending
and two descending; X-band COSMO-SkyMed Stripmap images have a ground resolution of 3 × 3 m.
The ascending frame is composed of 71 images, acquired between March 2013 and October 2018 with
an average incidence angle of 29◦. The first descending frame is composed of 29 images acquired
between March 2017 and March 2019 with an average incidence angle of 26◦; the second descending
frame is composed of 94 images acquired between October 2011 and October 2018 with an average
incidence angle of 29◦.

Complementarily, a Digital Elevation Model (DTM), a landslide inventory map, a geological map
and a land use map have been integrated into the classification process performed by ADAclassifier.
The DTM consists in a 5 m cell resolution of the Calabria Region. A geological map –scale 1:25.000–
and the Italian Landslide Inventory map—IFFI project—of the study area have been used also used.
Finally, the Corine Land Cover, Level IV has been used to map urban areas.

7.2.2. Results

A total of 38 and 133 active deformation areas (ADA), all them exhibiting a QI = 1, were detected,
respectively, for ascending and descending InSAR datasets. The sizes of the ADA vary from 51.4 to
704.8 m2 and they are mainly located in the urban areas and the reliefs located at the southeastern part
of the analyzed area.

The classification of the ADA identified using ascending and descending datasets by means of
ADAclassifier shows that the ADA are classified as: (1) landslides (42.7%) and potential landslides
(15.2%); (2) potential land subsidence (24.6%); and (3) consolidation settlement (8.8%). No potential
sinkholes were identified by ADAclassifier. Table 2 summarizes the obtained results, depicted in
Figure 16.

The landslides are mainly located in the areas with a certain slope in which the inventory map
indicates the presence of gravitational processes. Most of the landslides (66 and 7, for descending and
ascending frames, respectively) have been confirmed since they are known phenomena included in the
IFFI database. Complementarily, 26 ADA (20 and 6, for descending and ascending frames, respectively)
are potential landslides since they fall within areas with slopes higher than 10◦ and/or exhibit
not-negligible horizontal displacements. A literature review confirms that this area is particularly
prone to weathering processes, lateral spreading, and landslides [50].

In the urban areas of Tropea and Zaccanopoli, 42 potential subsidence areas (28 and 14,
for descending and ascending frames, respectively) have been identified. These ADA are located
over very flat areas geologically composed of Quaternary sediments. Some of these ADA classified
as subsidence areas can be related to the overexploitation of underground water resources, typical
for the coastal plains of the Calabria Region [51,52]. The ADA classified as consolidation settlements
are mainly placed in the harbor and in some specific locations of the urban area. These areas fit an
inverse exponential function with a determination coefficient (r2) higher than 0.8 and thus are probably
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associated with post-constructive consolidation settlements of the dikes of the harbor and of some
recent buildings.

Figure 16. Classification of active deformation areas (ADA) in the study area of Tropea-Zaccanopoli as:
(a) landslides; (b) subsidence; (c) consolidation settlements; and (d) sinkholes.

8. Discussion & Conclusions

This work presents the set of tools integrated by ADAfinder, losh2v, ADAclassifier and, to a lesser
degree, THEXfinder, since this tool could not be fully tested at the time this work was published.
These applications are targeted at automating the identification and classification of ADA. All of
them rely on methodologies that had been thoroughly used in real (production) use cases prior to
their materialization as software modules. Their implementation is based on well-proven techniques.
Although the tools—not the underlying methodologies—were originally conceived to track ground
deformation phenomena close to railway infrastructures, they may be used in any other context,
as presented by other authors [28–30].

The applications have been sufficiently described in enough detail, considering aspects such
as the algorithms implemented, inputs, outputs, or the way these may be used (GUI or console
incarnations, or classes in an embeddable library). The procedures to guarantee correctness, as well as
the performances of ADAfinder, los2hv, and ADAclassifier, have also been discussed.

Note that, especially in the case of the so-called classification tools (ADAclassifier and THEXfinder),
the ability of these applications to work with a big number of optional inputs (i.e., inventories of several
kinds) leads to a high degree of flexibility, making the tools useful in a wide variety of situations that
are usual in real-life production environments. In other words, ADAclassifier can deliver results for
just one deformation phenomenon or go up to four of these, depending on how many optional inputs
are provided. The flexibility of the ADAclassifier is displayed in the two use cases (see Sections 7.1
and 7.2), where the availability of input data for the classification process was completely different.
The situation in the Spanish use case (Section 7.1), where only a few ancillary data are available,
is unfortunately more usual than that of the Italian case (Section 7.2), for which a noticeable number of
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data sources were available. The fact to note here is that ADAclassifier (and THEXfinder) is (are) able
to deal with these two extreme situations.

It is worth noting that the results provided by these tools are affected by the drawbacks inherent
to the InSAR technique used as input, such as the loss of coherence and the low sensitivity to measure
North–South directions displacements.

No less important is the fact that automating preexisting methodologies by means of reliable
tools (Section 4), provides good response times (Section 5) which may be completely controlled by the
user via a whole set of editable parameters, paving the way to better analysis of the areas of interest.
Every area is different, and adjusting the parameters controlling the behavior of the process to obtain
reliable results is therefore a task that depends on where such areas are located. Avoiding error-prone
manual processes thanks to these automated tools, and having results in a few seconds or minutes,
make it possible to assess whether or not the starting set of parameters is or is not the most appropriate,
it thus being possible—and fast—to repeat test after test at almost no cost, thus increasing the quality
of the results. This is a technique that is also applied when using manual procedures, for instance,
relying on GIS environments; therefore, being able to do this at a much lower cost and risk allows to
obtain better results in less time.

Concerning the real use cases, the results obtained illustrate the applicability of the tools developed
to automatically and successfully identify and classify the geological and geotechnical processes affecting
wide areas of the territory. Landslides, potential landslides, consolidation settlements, and potential
land subsidence have been identified in both test sites using inputs with different characteristics
(i.e., InSAR and DTM resolutions, inventory maps, and land use maps). Thus, the possibility of using
different input data reveal a high versatility of the proposed tools. Furthermore, this methodology
has the advantage that results can be periodically updated by incorporating new InSAR datasets and
updated ancillary information.

The outputs provided by ADAtools consist of a set of maps that can be of high interest for
geological hazard management to be incorporated into land management and planning.

Moreover, ADAtools can be considered a first step towards satisfying the need for post-processing
tools due to the increasing use of PSI data at a regional, national, and European level [3]. The ADAtools
will allow different stakeholders to have a fast selection and preliminary interpretation of deformation
maps composed of millions/billions of points. This will reduce the amount of data to be managed in
terms of hardware, space, and time of analysis, thus increasing the operational use of PSI displacement
maps over wide areas. To finish, it is worth noting that the ADAtools may be obtained on demand,
completely free of charge, for both commercial and non-commercial purposes (refer to Section 6 for
details).
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7 Conclusions 
This thesis has proposed a global approach to exploit regional-scale MTInSAR displacement maps for 
territorial and geohazard management, especially based on the free and reliable data of the Sentinel-1 
satellite constellation. The first evaluation of S1 potentialities for landslides detection has been done at 
the beginning of this research, when the draft of the methodology proposed here was delineated (see 
Annex 1). Then, the final workflow (Figure 18) has been achieved by the development of specific 
methodologies and tools for an improved operational application. The core of the whole workflow is the 
semiautomatic extraction of Active Deformation Areas (ADAs) in polygonal shapefiles, which allows a fast 
focusing on the most interesting areas, avoiding long times of analysis (see Section 4, and ADAFinder in 
Section 5). The ADA polygons resume the main qualities of the MPs within each area, like the statistics of 
the velocities and the accumulated displacement, and the extension area of each polygon. Those attributes 
allow a fast characterization and a preliminary intensity association to each moving area. Moreover, a 
Quality Index is calculated to assess the noise level of the MPs within each ADA, especially important for 
a reliability consciousness by non-expert InSAR users. Starting from the ADA map, we propose a series of 
methodologies and applications aimed at deriving improved products for territorial management and 
geological or anthropogenic hazards risk analysis. All the products have been developed with the specific 
aims of being operational, mainly for InSAR non-expert users, applicable at regional scale, and being easy 
to read and interpret. The ADA polygonal map represents a flexible tool that can be easily adapted to 
several applications and used as input to derive regional and local scale advanced products. The ADAs have 
been intersected with auxiliary data to make a preliminary assessment of the potential phenomenon 
causing the movement (see the Geohazard Activity Map, in Annex 2, and the ADAClassifier tool, in Section 
5), or to make a fast evaluation on the presence of exposed elements (see the VEAM map, Annex 2). Then, 
the ADAs allowed changing from regional to local scale risk analysis. Firstly, as a geohazard locator at 
regional scale, secondly as landslide intensity derivation to locally evaluate the potential loss, vulnerability 
(Section 6), and damages (Section 3.6), of exposed buildings and infrastructures. In Section 6 the ADAs are 
used for both a direct intensity evaluation, in case of slow landslides directly affecting structures and 
infrastructures, and an indirect input for a model-based rapid-landslide intensity estimation, in case of 
ADAs highlighting source zones of a potential debris flow.  The outputs of the methodology are simple 
colour-scale maps showing the intensity of the potential landslide (as ADA velocity or as height of material 
deposited by a debris flow) and a value of potential loss (in €/m2), expression of vulnerability (depending 
on landslide intensity) and exposure (defined as real estate market values) of the elements at risk. The last 
work, shortly explained in Section 3.6, makes a step forward for slow landslide intensity evaluation based 
on local gradients of movement. The Potential Damage Map (PDM), the exposed buildings classified based 
on the local intensity gradients, could be the input value for advanced vulnerability analysis and potential 
loss estimations. The methodology based on the displacement gradients, from ADAs to PDM, is now being 
applied in the frame of the project MOMPA (Barra et al., 2021a, 2021b; Fabregat et al., 2022; Gasc-Barbier 
et al., 2021), to propose actuation protocols based on MTInSAR data for the slow landslide of Canillo 
(Andorra). The methodology explained in Section 3.6 is totally based on free remote-sensing data (i.e., S1, 
RSTM, OpenOpenStreetMap), which makes it globally applicable with low costs. After demonstrating the 
effectiveness of a methodology, an important step is its automatization through user-friendly and fast 
software implementation. This has been shown to be a key element for widespread distribution and 
application. A clear example has been the ADAFinder, which has implemented the methodology proposed 
in Section 4. Apart from several private requests, the software has been distributed to several public 
institutes, like the Geological and Mining Institute of Spain (Instituto Geológico y Minero de España – 
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IGME), the Cartographic and Geological Institute of Catalonia (Institut Cartogràfic i Geològic de Catalunya 
– ICGC), the German Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources of (Wissenschaftler bei 
Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe – BBD-BGR), the Geological Survey of Austria 
(Geologische Bundesanstalt), the French Geological Survey (BRGM), the Italian National Institute for 
Environmental Protection and Research (Istituto Superiore per la Protezione e la Ricerca Ambientale- 
ISPRA), the Research Center on Alpine Environment (CREALP, Switzerland), the University of Alicante (Civil 
Engineering Department, Spain), the University of Granada (Spain), and the University of Florence (Italy). 
Moreover, ADAFinder allowed the application of the methodology in several test sites and projects.  

The Specific Objectives of this thesis have been achieved through the implementation of several 
methodologies to derive products that are easy to be interpreted by non-expert InSAR users and easy to 
be applied over regional scale MTInSAR maps. It is important to underline that all the proposed 
methodologies can be implemented and applied at the continental scale, provided the perspective given 
by the EGMS, allowing improved exploitation of S1 based displacement maps for supporting risk analysis 
and territorial management. Nowadays, the ADAFinder is being improved for its application over the first 
continental EGMS map, and a WebGIS is being implemented to upload the results and other advanced 
products. Moreover, the methodology proposed in Section 3.6 is being implemented in software tools, 
with the aim of an extensive application over the EGMS displacement map.  

It is worth underlying that all the semi-automatic results are a first assessment to support the risk 
management and analysis activities. Nevertheless, the results always need to be validated with a robust 
manual interpretation and validation. 

7.1 Ongoing research and future developments 
The proposed methodologies are first attempts towards a wide-scale application for a correct 
interpretation and dissemination, and towards an improvement in the operational exploitation of satellite 
interferometric results. Starting from this work, future enhancements are expected in several aspects. First 
of all, new projects are starting based on the exploitation and development of such tools and considering 
the lessons learnt in the projects mentioned in this thesis. One example is RASTOOL (UCPM2027-
101048474), founded by the European Union Civil Protection Mechanism (UCPM), which aims to provide 
Civil Protection Authorities practitioners with the appropriate set of tools for simplifying the EGMS data, 
to automatically analyse them, and to generate maps to support hazard, exposure and risk-assessment 
against geohazards (both natural and anthropogenic). Another example is PROMETEO (PLEC2021-007842), 
founded by the NextGenerationEU European recovery plan. One of the objectives of PROMETEO is to 
perform a wide-area, intelligent early-detection of deformation phenomena, and will be based on the 
ADAFinder approach. This fully exploits the potentiality of InSAR to monitor several infrastructures at the 
same time, useful to plan further monitoring activities, which are tailored to the specific needs of each 
infrastructure. 

Moreover, improvements of the proposed methodologies are expected due to a future increasing 
availability of auxiliary data, like landslide inventories, susceptibility maps, geological maps or structures 
and infrastructures databases with construction characteristic information.  

Other investigations are opened for a wider landslide phenomenon detection and higher exploitation of 
S1 high frequency data. First, a semiautomatic methodology for the single-interferogram movement 
detection, as explained in Annex 1, Sections 2.4 and 3.1, and included in the workflow of this PhD, still 
need to be developed. Secondly, to detect rapid landslide movements, the amplitude has been widely 
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used (Mondini et al., 2021, 2019), but an improved detection coverage would be given by the parallel use 
of amplitude and coherence. A first assessment of the coherence suitability for landslide detection has 
been done through a visual analysis of several rapid events. This allowed to understand the 
complementarity of both amplitude and coherence images. In fact, some events are visible in amplitude 
and not in coherence images, and vice versa. The two methodologies are based on different concepts, the 
amplitude is based on a pixel offset tracking, while the coherence is based on the single pixel 
backscattering characteristics changes in the images acquired before and after the event.  Figure 34 shows 
an example occurred the 23 of August 2017, at the Swiss-Italian border, where a rock avalanche of 
approximately 3 million m³ felt and evolved in a debris flow that reached the village of Bondo (Figure 34A 
and B). Figure 34C shows the coherence image of the interferometric phases before the event 
(13/08/2017-19/08/2017), and Figure 34D shows the coherence image of the interferometric phases 
before and after the event (19/08/2017-25/08/2017). A loss of coherence due to the event occurrence is 
evident in the example of Figure 34. Nevertheless, the automatic detection is not straightforward mainly 
due to the high number of factors that cause a change in coherence.  

 

Figure 34 Example of rapid rock avalanche detected with coherence images. The Rock avalanche occurred the 23 of August 2017, 
at the Swiss-Italian border. A) shows the rock path, from the detachment area up to the Bondo village. B) shows a capture of the 
rock mass movement; C) shows the coherence image of an interferogram generated with two images acquired before the event 
(13/08/2017-19/08/2017); D) shows the coherence image of an interferogram generated with two images acquired before and 
after the event (19/08/2017-25/08/2017). 
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Annex 1 
 

First insights on the potential of Sentinel-1 for landslides detection 
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Annex 2 
 

Fast detection of ground motions on vulnerable elements using 
Sentinel-1 InSAR data  
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